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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AI</td>
<td>Amnesty International</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADL</td>
<td>Anti Defamation League</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Disappeared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D &amp; REAPP</td>
<td>Disappeared and Reappeared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAIA</td>
<td>Delegacion de Asociaciones Israelitas Argentinas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IACHR</td>
<td>Inter American Com. on Human Rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>Killed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.R.A.D.</td>
<td>No registra antecedentes de detención</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAHR</td>
<td>Asamblea Permanente de Derechos Humanos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>Released</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNHRC</td>
<td>United Nations Human Rights Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detained</td>
<td>Detained</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MENDEZ LOMPDIO, baby (Uruguayan)

DIS 7-13-76

MENDEZ LOMPDIO, Sara Rita (Uruguayan)
Age: 33
Calle Juana Azurduy 3163, Buenos Aires

Disappeared in Buenos Aires 7-13-76. At present in Punta Rieles Prison in Uruguay, accused of subversive association.

REFOULEMENT

MENDEZ DE BANDO, Maria C.

Detained in La Plata

Lig. Arg. Dez. Nombre
MENDEZ VAL, Epifanio

Disappeared 10-6-77

FAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (d)

MENDICIOZA, Obrero Renault

Disappeared

Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre

MENDOZA, Carlos Alfredo

DIS

AISC (Clarín)
MENDOZA, Carlos María

6/23/78

Hendel Plaza Det
Harris date-8-14-78

MENDOZA, José Martín
Pic 46
JUN 8-557-425

6-12-76
Disappeared. FOR.Off.Inq.: 4-18-77 GGA reply: 6-6-77 6-10-77 No record
H.L.

† and Aunt Mrs. Castillo to George E. Brown
F.L.
PWR (L)

MENDOZA, Sabino

DIS PEN 3/78

AISC (Rio Negro newspaper)
MENENDEZ, Guillermo Antonio
Age: 18
Disappeared 10-29-77

BL
PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78

MENENDEZ, Mario Eduardo
Age: 20
LE: 13.182.417
DIS 2/77 Concordia

MENENDEZ, Marta Susana
ARR PEN 3/78

AISC (Rio Negro newspaper)
October 31, 1978. Governor of Provincia de La Rioja, Carlos Menem is in Mar de Plata according to the newspaper, La Razon. He was released from PEN but should not leave the city.

MENEM, Carlos

Detained in Resistencia prison since 3-31-76

Mexico 79
ABD. together with wife A.M. Lancillota on 7-19-77

Cancer Anti Congress 9/78

MENNA, Pablo
Age: 2

Detained with mother Rina Raquel in May 1977.

VIEJA-5-31-78

French Embassy

MENNA, Reinaldo Martin
Age: 47
LE: 4.051.410

DIS

FDD
MERAJVER, Adolfo Gabriel

Under PEN Unidad 9 La Plata

ADLeague

MERAJVER, Eduardo Ezequiel
8.10.24

Disappeared 5-13-76

MAR
FAHR-Frensa 5-17-76(l)

MERBILHAÁ
MERBILHAÁ, Eduardo Raúl
N: 444.978

Dob: 4-18-1946-La Plata
Married, two children

ABD 9-15-76 Barrio de Villa Devoto, Bs.As.

Mimitis de Merbilhaá (Wife)
25, Ave Louis Blériot
94310 Orly, - France

ME

çi111111
MERCADER, Luis Salvador

Disappeared on 1-9-77. Returning to his home while waiting for a bus was surprised by a group of armed men. Afraid he ran and was wounded. Since then there are no news.

MERCADER, Josefa Yudice de (Mother)
Le Madresolva 6969 - Capital
Sarmiento, Julia Estela (CI 7.064.112) (Bride)*
Block 49-Piso 14-Dpto.C. Lugano I y II. Capital
8-11-77 - Letter to Derian.
8-3-77 - Statement. Sent to T.Todman.
8-19-77 - Statement to Senators.

MERCADER, Mario H.
Di 9-6-77 414

DIS 2-15-77 La Plata

MERCADO, Adela del Carmen
Age: 30
Doc. 5.278.095
MERCADO, Julio Cesar
Tucumán
Member Comm Party
9-147.5881

5-24-74
Disappeared 8-20-77

Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre
WL
Comm. Party
FAHR

MERCADO, Manuel Antonio
Age: 32
Doc. 8.088.946

DIS 8-23-75

Tucumán
FAHR

MERCADO, Maria del Valle
Age: 28
Doc. 11.335.905

DIS 8-23-75 Tucumán

Tucumán
FAHR
MERCAO LUNA, Ricardo (editor) 4/12-4/14
Arrested in 4/76; imprisoned Sucu Chua.

1/1
Arrested by a group of armed men on 9.9.76 (Operativo antijesuitas). Mendoza.

MERCI, Maria Leonor
CL 6.667.071
LE 10.460.331
Barrio Cementista-Monoblock "B"
Sector 8-Dpto. 2-Las Heras, Mendoza

Arrested by a group of armed men on 9.9.76 (Operativo antijesuitas). Mendoza.

1/1
Mercuri, Dolores Konzo de (Mother)
Alvarado 2770-Dpto. 38-Capital
Phone 21-1224

"ICLA 11/12"

MEREZ, Jorge Luis
Age: 30

DIS 3-3-77

PAHR (L)
MEREDIZ, Julio

Disappeared 1-4-77

FAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (1)

MEREDIS, Rodolfo Antonio
Tijuana, Mexico - C. de Veedoey

DAVA

MERQUE, Sebastian

DIS 6-2-77

FAHR
MENDES, Jorge Luis
Disappeared 3-3-77

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78

MERTALDO, Daniel Aldo
Disappeared 11-25-77 limiers for Br. Leon in Concentration Camp at La Plata

BISC
PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78(1)

Cerrato Rd. Ent 976

MERTING, Jorge Eduardo
Franciscan Seminarian

Arrested on 4-20-75.

At present in Penal Unidad 9, La Plata Prison, Bs.As.
Sentenced to 5 years, lawyer says it can be reduced to 3, family asks if possible to enable him to leave the country.

Wash. Off. on Latin America. 7-27-77.
MEROLLO, Hugo Alberto

DIS 11-28-78

PAHR (L)

MESA, Gilberto Alfredo
Res: Res. 37e. Jamin (in loc)
A60 45

Disappeared 9-17-76 Jamin 63 as.

MESA, Sabiní

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (L)
Rep: Org. 82d. Bombo

ML

DIS 11-28-78

PAHR (L)
ML
MESAGLI, Osvaldo Raúl

Disappeared 12-30-75 Córdoba

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (7)

MESQUITA, Sebastian

DIS

ML

MESAGLI, Osvaldo Raúl
LE: 11895166
Age: 19
Paraguay 1759, San Francisco Córdoba

DIS 12/75

ML
Messiez, Ruben Fernando Oscar
Disappeared 8-22-77 - Santa Fe

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (I)
Comun. Acts

MESTRE,
From Luz y Puerza Union

DIS After 3-24-76

MESTRI, Carlos

ARR PEN

AISC
METEDRICH, Delia

DIS

METNIIK, Rosa
LC: 827.185

ABD 11-13-76

ML

METZ, Raúl Eugenio
DNI: 11.113.005

Disappeared on 12-16-76 in Catral-DC, broken with ml

La Glorieta, Jimpeñí 1-2-81
Atit, Uj Dangre
Fil
FEBR (1)
MEZA, Carlos Alberto
Age: 25
DNI: 10.567.858

DIS 2-28-77

PAHR (L)

MEZA, Oscar

ABD FROM CORDOBA PROV. after 3-24-76

PAHR (L)
ML

MEZA, Sabino
KL 33

DIS 5-13-76

PARK (L)
Disappeared 2-28-77. Since then disappeared.

Meza, Eugenia Encarnación Marengo de
IC 4.695.389
San Martín 11.81 Prov. Corrientes

8.1.77 Letter. To Representatives.

Meza, Ruth
Ruth

Disappeared 4-22-78. Public search 6-11-78

FD
REQUERIMIENT
PAHR-Frensa 5-17-78(1)

Mezzadra, María de Lourdes Nola de
Pavón 2352 - 4º P. - Dto.15 - Bs.As.

On, 12-13-76 a group of 5 armed men arrested her. Since then disappeared.

Nola, Josefina G. de
DNI 0079794

Testimony. Sent T. Todman.
Testimony to Representatives.
MIANI, Alberto Daniel
Bco. Norte y Delta
Vicente Lopez
dni: A17182499
locale: 1130 - San Fernando (Bs. As.)
Ajo: 22

Disappeared 9-19-77, San Fernando

PAHR (1)
ML
Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre
FII - 78-3-41

MIANI, Mario José
San Isidro, (Bs. As. Province)
Ajo: 26
FII - 10-4-78-5

DIS: 8-9-78

MATEO, Martin
dob: 11/11/1953
LC: 2073, 135

PAHR 9-28-78 (L)

FL List: 9-4-78

MICABELLI, Francisco Natalio
DOB: 2-3-53
Terrada 3942
Taxidriver.

Disappeared in San Justo on 11-9-78.

Margarita Agustina Arrastua
Patricios 1522 Capital
MICELLI, Ricardo Luis
Ref. 24
Ch 4,533,526

Disappeared 6-9-77

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78(1)

MICFLIK, Saul
Ref. 39

DIS 8-10-78 Casado - Re. A.

WOLA 11-78
PAHR(1)

MICHAUD, Eduardo Pablo Emilio
Ref. 24
Ch 6,704,024

Disappeared 10-27-76

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78(1)
MICHELENA, José Enrique
(Bolivian)
Post: 28
Disappeared: 7/75
Disappeared: 4/75 Atelesmode - Po. A.

MICHELINI, Zelmar
Journalist
Killed
Le Monde 6-10-78

MICHELINI GUARCH, Raúl

DIS

FAAR (L)
ML
MICHELON, Marcos

PAHR (L)

MICILLO, Héctor

DIA 4-27-76 Córdoba

PAHR (L)

MICLINCZER, Victor

Cause: Member of E.R.P.
Decree: 179/76 - Area de la Unidad Judicial 93

Anti Defamation League of B'nai B'rith
7-25-77.
MICUCCI, Daniel Bernardo
DNI: 10.889.329
Student

Disappeared 11-11-76

José Micucci
Ilia Micucci 792-4282

Personal call Embassy 7-31-78

MICUCCI, Horacio Alejandro

POLOFF suggested that they made contact with

315 8-4-78 & 9-1-78

Under PEN since 5-14-75 in Unidad 9 La Plata, Pabellón 10, Celda 462. Last Thursday 8-4-78 visit day, he was not at
Prison, he had been taken the night before to Police
station for interrogation. Relatives were told to come
back on Monday 7. They saw when he was brought back to
prison, they could see him for 5 minutes and he told them
that he had been tortured. The next visit will be on
the 10th. After they will come to the Embassy and inform
if there has been something new.

MICUCCI, Liliana Campos de
L.C. 2-71-345
Vicente Lopez 62
Quilmes

MICUCCI, Víctor Ercilia
014-6.432 24-

Disappeared 11-11-76

MICUCCI, Daniel Bernardo
DNI: 10.889.329
Student
MICHELI DE ZARATE, Nelly Luisa

Integrant of "Ejercito Revolucionario del Pueblo" ERP

Crónica clipping 6-14-78

MIÉDAN, Hugo Orlando
G. 174-488 LE.
Pt 17

Disappeared 2-18-77

M6
Pab. 29, 4ab.
PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (L)

MIÉRZES DEMINO, M.N.C.

DIS

NL
MIETA, J.
Worker from Luz y Puerza

DIS

ML

MICHENS, Marcos
Dul: M.131 389

Disappearance

PAJR-Prensa 5-17-78

Migliari, Antonio Atilio
Age: 40.
Lp: 8 85

6-11-77

Municipal employee in the depot of Labarden & Chutro.
Was detained at his home on Nov. 4, 1977 together with
his wife Haydee Marta Barracosa.

Buenos Aires, Herald clipping - 11-10-77

Liubicion, Azucena Argentina Barracosa de (sister-in-law)
ML
Disappeared 9-29-76

PAHN-Prensa 5-17-76

MIGLIONE, Juan C.

DIS

MIGNACO DE OTERO, Rita
Age: 27
LC: 6.692.054

DIS 7-26-76

FDD
MIGNONE, Mónica María Candelaria
CI. 6,336,146 or 6,136,466
Apt 14
Arrested on 5-14-76. Since then disappeared. (dispareció)

PAPA
Mignone, Emilio Fermín
Av. Santa Fe 2949-3°A
1425 Buenos Aires
23-91 Pagram to Barran from AAAS
AAAS

MIGUEL, Guillermo Augusto
LE: 5,037,392
Lawyer
Pasaje Ramon Carrillo 51-Sgo.del Estero
Apt 30
Disappeared 11-23-76 near to his home. Was "Diputado Provincial" during Peron's government.

Miguel, Anamaria Tennelier As
Pasaje Ramon Carrillo 51-Sgo.del Estero (5532 parent-in-law)
Adela Miguel, Paraguay 2030-FB.1-Capital (528-6157) 07-32
PAPA-Prensa 5-17-78
Personal call 6-22-78.

MIGUEL, Mario Osvaldo
Apt 22
CII: 5,035,297
Disappeared 8-9-77
MIGUELE, Hilda Noemí

ARR 6-14-75 Bs.As. Held in Villa Devoto PEN

AISC (CADHU)

MIGUELES CHAZARRETA, Raúl R
Age: 40
President Student Center Law School

Killed 3-29-77 Córdoba and Callao, Bs.As.

AISC (Arg. Komm. Sweden)

MIGUELES RENDICH, Néstor
Dulcineé Siderca

Disappeared 10-16-76

Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre
MIGUEZ, Félix
(Uruguayan)

Geo reply 2-14-74 : N. a. d.

DIS 8-10-75

UK RRC-5-5-75

MIGUEZ, Lidio Antonio

Disappeared 1-10-76 Cord. Cty.

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78(L)

MIGUEZ, Mario O

Disappeared 9-12-77

Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre
MIGUEZ, Omar Mario

ABD 5/77 from mother's home

ML

MIGUEZ, Omar Mario
C.I. 6-979-152
Amaro 214, H.L.

Disappeared 6-29-77

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78
ML

MIGUEZ, Pablo Antonio
C.I. 6-979-152
Comandante Spur 397, Avellaneda

14 years old boy lived with his mother. Parent separated. Visited regularly his father. As he did not do it for some time, the father went to his home and was told that on 5-12-77 a group of armed men had arrested the mother, two men and the boy. Since then disappeared.

MIGUEZ, Juan Carlos (Father)
Albarellos 245, Tigre (Bs.As.)
Tel. 749-0718

8-6-77 Letter to Derian
8-15-77 Letter to T.Tedman
PAHR
AHC
MILCHAUD, Eduardo P.E.
Age: 24
CI: 6.714.089

DIS 10-27-76 MARTINEZ Bs.As.

PAHR (L)

MILISTEIN, Diana

ADLeague

MILLAN, Azalia

DIS

ML
MILLAN, Hilda Noemí (nee Miguel)

Under PEN - Unidad 2 Villa Devoto

ADLeague

MILLER, Julia
Age: 22
Psychology student

Detained 8-10-76 together with boyfriend. Disappeared.

ADLeague

MILLER SCHELLORE, Juan Jorge

Under PEN Unidad 9 La Plata

ADLeague
MILLIA DE PIELES, Susana

DIS 7/77 Buenos Aires

ML

Millán de Pirles, Alicia
Santa-Pé

Reported to have been seen Mech. School.
Maggio Letter. 4-10-78

Harris info 12-14-78

MILLON, Jorge Luis

DIS

ML
MILSTEIN, Ruben Wladimiro
15-736-019
Av. Vargas 1850-V.Tessai

Disappeared 3-24-77.

ADLeague
EL

MINABERRY, Eugène (French)

Arrested on two dates: 5-20-76 and 7-14-76. Freed 5-27- and 7-17-76.

French Embassy

MINER

DIS

ML
MINGO, Eduardo Esteban

DIS 6-24-77 La Plata Bs.As.

PAHR (L)

MINORANCE, Daniel
DNI: 12.601.632 D.
MINORANCE, Alicia Marina
DNI: 13.214.029 D.

5/23/76

Personal request for Derian intercession on behalf of above mentioned persons.

PAHR (L)

MINORANCE, Julio
Age: 19

DIS 7-23-76

PAHR (L)
MINI, Sara Ema
Fm 24
CII: 5.370.443

DIS 8-26-76 Munm: B. A.

PAHR (1)

MINIELLO, Ana Maria
Age: 31
LOC: 5.883.175

ARR 11-16-77 Córdoba- PEN San Martin Prison
Córdoba

AISC

MINIZ, Blanca Patricia

DIS 8-18-76 Bs. As.

AISC (Cospa-Mx)
Detained in 1976. At presente in Resistencia prison.

Cancer Anti Congress 9/78

MINO, Teresa M. del Carmen

ARR PEN 3/78

AISC (Rio Negro newspaper)

MINBURG, Rodolfo Ignacio
87-21
DI: 6.522.611

Dis 3-21-77
MINBURG, Victor Nicolás
Act 24
61-10-22
Presidente del Municipio
Member Ed. Juvo. Com.

Disappeared 3-20-77

Carrerachino 916
PAHR (L)
Ml
DAIA
Auth 2d Jueye
Common Band

MINUE, Antonio
4c: 647/2
Villa Union, Le Caja

Disappeared 7-26-76

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (L)

MIR, Armando Patricio

ARR San Juan PEN

AISC (Río Negro newspaper)
PEN - 24-3-76
La Nacion paper 8-30-78, Released and is under servileness in province de La Rioja.

MIRANAB CASINO (Employees)
(Prov. Córdoba)

Group of 24 were arrested on 3-21-77, 16 of them released but 7 still remain at PEN disposal.

Letter unsigned by writer. Is afraid of being known. 10-21-77.

MIRAMON, Luis Enrique

DIS 3-30-77 La Matanza Bs.As.

PAHR (L)
MIRANDA, Oscar

DNI 10.264.146
Sarmiento y Rivadavia, Moreno (Pcia Bs. As.)

On 2.15-77 was kidnapped by a group of armed men. Since then disappeared. -Moreno-

Miranda, Delicia Silva de
(L.C. 3.051.450
Boron de Astrada 6739-Capital

Testimony. Sent to T. Todman.
Testimony to Representatives.

MIRANDA, Raquel M.
Empleada Publica - Mendoza

Detained in Villa Devoto

Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre
MIRANDA, Raúl
R#: 35
LE: 5,489.842

DIS 9-7-76

PARR (I)
La Prensa clipping 8-3-78

MIRANDA, Susana Elvira
DI#: 10,695.992

DIS 8-22-78 Rosario - Dfkt16

Rosario List
PARR (I)

MIRANDA PEREZ, Fernando
DOB: 7-4-19

Arr. 11-30-75 in Montevideo.
GOU says they do not have him, he went to Bs.As.

Montevideo Embassy
MIRENNE DE ATTADEMO, Elena Susana

DIS 8-22-76 [illegible]

La Plata List 11-21-78

PAHR [illegible]

MIRETTI, M. Elena
L.B.: 15.523 J.A.

Disappeared 10-14-76

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (1)

MIRSELLI, Daniel

DIS October 1978 with a friend - Avellaneda
MISSETICH, Antonio

Formerly employed at the Argentine Comisión Nacional de Energía Atómica (CNEA). Arrested in April 1976.

Not registered. For.Off.Inq.:11-10-76 GAA reply: 11-12-76.

Letter to Derian from AAAS (American Assoc. for the Advancement of Science).

Letter to Derian from NAS.

Cornell Union Group, NAS, AAAS.

MISSETICH, Mirta

10-14-76?

ARD 4-23-76?

MISLOG, Felipe Eduardo (journalist)

Arrested 9/12/76 - imprisoned.

Listed 10-28-77 PEN REPORT
MISRAJI DE PASQUINI, Liliana
4-471-491

DIS 6-10-76 w/husband Eduardo from Rosario

Consejo Ejecutivo 9/76
ML

MITNIK, Dr. Rosa
Huerto 185
Velazco 215, 5° "E"-Capital
Psychoanalyst

Disappeared 11-13-76.

Consejo Ejecutivo 9/76
ML
AdHoc
PARR. Pobre, J. 17 76 (1)

MITONO, Juan Carlos

DIS

FARL (1)
ML
MITROVICH DE CORREA, Adriana C.
DNI: 10.013.725

Disappeared 4-26-77 Córdoba

Aut. Dr. Segue
PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (1)

MITROVICH DE TORRES, Adriana Cecilia
DNI: 10.013.725
Age 26

ABD 4-26-77 in Tucumán w/fellow student Horacio Ferreyra

Tucumán

204/10/2

MITARES, Juan Felipe
DPOB: 9-29-1914-Balcarce (Prov.Bs.As.)
LE: 1.374.240

Corral: H. Pen
6-29-77
A été réparti pièces de mobilisation (May 1978)

Arrested on 6-10-77 in Neucohesa. Since then disappeared.

Miyares, Ana Etestedora R. de
Calle 71, 736, Neucohesa
Phone: Neucohesa-De-Extensión 5360.
Sentenced 6-12-77
State 048586 - 2-24-78 @ 3:14
Ref: 04/11 - 6-78
Disappeared on 5-8-76.

Mr. and Mrs. Moaded
20 Camacua, Buenos Aires
032-7050

Mr. and Mrs. Moaded
20 Camacua, Buenos Aires
032-7050

MONRO, Amalia Clotilde
Ages: 23

DIS 1976 in TUCUMAN
MOBIL DE BONETO, Ana Maria

DIP: 1.735-430

DIS 2-1-77 la Plata

La Plata List - 11-21-78

DELPHI (1)

MOCHON, CESAR RAUL

DPOB: 2-22-1937 (Buenos Aires)

Immigrant visa applicant in Uruguay.

Cable Montevideo 5074, 10-28-77.

FRED 12-6-77

MOCHON, Isaac Hector

Cpl: 5-611-032
Santa Fe 1622 - 13° A
Buenos Aires - 44-4825

GEH (1)

Delito Economico Decreto 2127 dated 7-21-77.

Set. 1978, MACHING 30

Mrs. Mochon
Santa Fe 1622 - 13° A - Buenos Aires
44-4825
Cong. Drinan (State 309561 K-16 (Cong. Fase) 61-7428.

(1)
MOGLER, Guillermo  'Juan Jacob

Dis. 12-5-77 La Plata - 2 Qs.

PARK(1)
ADLeague

MOGLIE, Marcelo Roberto
Age: 18

ABD 9-19-77 from home by Security Forces

AISC

MOHAMED, Ana Maria

ABD 8-15-76 in Cordoba
Right of option to enter Norway and Switzerland.
June 26/78 Right of Option to enter Australia.
Transferred from PEN after 10-1-78, at disposal
of Special Permanent War Court No. 1 of Cordoba
province.

Norway
Australia Embassy information 2-26-79.

ML
NOILLI, Nico Atilio

DTR 7-18-76

ML

NOISA, Susana Mabel (nee Elicavide)

UNDER PEN, Unidad 2 Villa Devoto

ADLeague

NOISE, Matilde Tesse

For.Off.Inq.: 7-11-77  GQA reply: NO.

D. J.
MOLCILNER, Mr.

DIS

AISC

MOLCHUSKY, Blanca Frida (nee Becher)

Under PEN-Unidad 2, Villa Devoto, judged.

AISC
ADLeague

MOLDAWSKY, Adolfo Ruben
C.I.D. 5.231.955
Arenales 1560 - 10th "I" - Bs.Aires
Tel. 897

Dr. Moldavsky was arrested at his home on 8-1-77 by 14 armed men who identified themselves as coming from the 17th precinct. The 17th later denied any involvement. Since then disappeared.

Moldavsky, Jacobo and Sofia (Parent)
Guemes 393, Avellaneda (Bs.As.)
Tel. 264-0419

Sen. H.M. Ketelsenbaum, R. 
Cong. Bill Gradison
MOLDAVSKY DE REY, Beatriz

Arrested last country on March 3, 74

Detained Villa Devoto. Husband also in jail.

ADLeague

MOLE, Salvador Alfredo

AGE: 24

DSS 7-25-78 in Buenos Aires

DDD 9-16-78

MOLE, Emelce Graciela

Under PEN - Unidad 2 Villa Devoto

ADLeague
MOLERO, Ana María

DIS 11-22-78

PAHR (L)

MOLESINO, Miguel

DIS 3-24-76

AISC (Cospa-Mx)

MOLFINO, Mario Vicente

Disappeared 2-21-77

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (L)
MOLGINER PESTANA, Guillermo Ernesto

Under PEN Unidad 9 La Plata

ADLeague

MOLINA, Ms.

ABD La Plata 1977

AISC

MOLINA, Antonio Juan

Disappeared Mendiza

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (L)
"WIG A SM"
MOLINA, Dardo Francisco

Disappeared 12-24-77

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (L)

MOLINA, Donald David
Socialist Worker's Party (PST)

Arrested between January 6-8-79 in Mar del Plata

Buenos As. Herald clipping 1-27-79
PAHR (L)

MOLINA, Estela Mary

ARR Córdoba PEN

AISC (Rio Negro newspaper)
Disappeared since 5.17-77.

Molina, Luisa Vda. de (Mother)
IC 5.855.680
Junín 1374, 1° P. "3", Villa Madero, Junín

Statement to Representatives.
Statement to Senators.
Letter to Embassy.

MOLINA, Julio César

DIS 9-2-76

PAHR

MOLINA, Lucia Dora

ARR Córdoba PEN

AISC (Rio Negro newspaper)
MOLINA, Lucia Esther

D

DIS 4-21-77

Córdoba List 12-1-78

MOLINA, Maria Virginia

ARR FEN 3/78

AISC (Rio Negro newspaper)

MOLINA, Raúl
Age:

DIS 4-27-76

FDD
MOLINA LUNA, Paul Mateo
LE. 2.531.820
DOB: 12-28-1950
Eliseo Soaje 815-Res.Velez Sarsfield-Ciudad de Córdoba
Student leader

Head of Architecture Student Union

Arrested on 10-5-76 on 27 de Abril and Marcelo T. de Alvear streets (La Cañada), since then disappeared.

Carmen Hidalgo 66-1201
Jose Hidalgo 66-4734
Carlos Hidalgo 91-471
Lujan de Molina, Sara (Mother)
LC.7-343-451 (Same address as above)
Letter to Amb. 6-2-78.

MOLINAS DE MARTINEZ, Inés

Disappeared

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78

MOLINA DE MARTINEZ, Irma M.

DIS 7-13-77

ML
CKM-AP-CT-ordered released from PEN.-11/78

MOLINA Y VEDRA, Eduardo Lucio (journalist)

Abducted by unidentified men on 4/6/76; government acknowledged his arrest on 4/19/76; imprisoned, allegedly tortured.

Listed 10-28-77 PEN REPORT

MOLINARI, Yolanda Patricia

Read PEN Report, D.F., Oct. 76-La Nacion
MOLINAS, Rodolfo Enrique
Edd: 26
Married, two children

Under PEN, unidad 9 La Plata Fab. l. Charged in Mendoza.

Molinas, Alberto José (Father)
Av. Gral. Lopez 2876-Santa Fé 41-571

Personal call Emb, 12-7-78.

MOLINAS DE MARTINEZ, Inés

DIS

FAHR (L)

MOLINERI, Ana

ARR Córdoba PEN

AISC (Rio Negro newspaper)
MOLLO, Aldo

Detained Unidad 9 - La Plata

Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre

MOLTENI, Hugo
Ex Juez Federal de La Plata

Detained 3-24-76.

Liga Arg. Der. Hombre 4-19-78

MOLIENI, Carlos Luis

Authorized to leave country
Announcement made on Oct. 7, 1978
MOLTENI, Liliana Edith
16.86.903 JNM.
Añ. 24

Disappearance 6-5-76

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-76(1)

MOLTARASIO, Jorge Luis
Añ. 57
JNM: 7492.411

DIS 12-13-76 San Fernando

PAHR(1)

MONACO, Alfredo
Journalist

Killed

Le Monde 6-10-78
MONACO, Luis Carlos
Newspaperman
LE: 7.448.373
Ref. 84

Kidnapped on 1-11-78 in Villa Maria (Córdoba) with wife.

MONACO, Ricardo Jorge

DIS 9-7-74

PAHR (L)

MONAJTI, Alberto Horacio
Ref. 24
LE: 7.767.203

Disappeared 4-28-77 in Plata

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (L)
MONARDI, Héctor José
LE: A1924843

Disappeared 5-7-77 - C. de Maipo -

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78(l)

MONARDI, Norma Gladys
.BL.

Disappeared 7-8-76 in Mendoza

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78(l)

MONARI, Graciela Clarisa
Age: 24
DNI: 6356878

DTS 11-25-76

FDD
MONASTERI, Leonardo

DIS

AISC (CLARIN)

MONASTERIO, Mario Demóns
Salta

Disappeared 1-22-76

SIGK

Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre

MONASTERIO, Susana Ma.
R: 25
I: AC 376 846

Disappeared 6/76 Villa María - Córdoba

FAHR-Frunsa 5-17-78 (1)
MONCIELLI, Rogelio
Age: 17
San Genaro Norte

Disappeared in Coronda in May 1978.

La Razón clipping 5-21-78

MONCIAKO, María Cristina
Mov 1966
Pte 25

DIS 6-22-76 Córdoba

FARRE (L)
ml

MONDE, Carlos

Detained 3-24-76 Sierra Chica

Lig. Arg. Derm. Hombre
MONGE, Elias

DIS

ML

MONGIANO, Maria Cristina

Detained on 6-22-76 by Army Forces. Since then disappeared.

Mongiano, Julia (Mother)
DI: 1.570.010
Neuquen 274-5000 Córdoba
Letter to Amb. Castro-12-30-77.

MONIER DE CARRIZO, Cristina Haydée
DNI: 11.640.395
P/1.22

DIS 11-4-77 Neu del Plata - Pto Qg

PAH_R (4)
MONTEAU, Alejandro Jorge
DOB: 10-23-1955

Disappeared in March 1977 together with wife Ana Patricia Caselli (both students of La Plata University). She appeared detained some time later in Córdoba. On 7-6-77 she had a baby and in April 1978 she left the country and his at present in Italy. He still is disappeared.

FABA
Monjeau, Félix Guillermo (Father)
San Martin 2583-Of.1121-Mar del Plata 7600 Phone 40942
Personal call Embassy 7-7-78

MONCURCADE, Ernesto Bonifacio

DIS

NL

MONZALLES, Alberto Pedro

Dis: Oct.79-La Nation
MONSEGUIR, Pablo José

Detained in Villa Devoto, along with wife Patricia Borengajn.

MONSEGUIR, Patricia (nee Borengajn)

Detained in Villa Devoto with husband Pablo José Monseguir
MONSERRAT, Alejandra Silvia

Reported: Dis: Oct.73-La Nacion newspaper

Last seen: June 10-78

MONTALVO, Carlos Alberto

dni 11.035.489

On 9-16-76 he was arrested at our home by four armed men. Since then disappeared.

Montalvo, Maria Lopez de

Ct. 4,246,637

Zapallo 7239 - San Justo, Bs.As.

Statement. To D.Toirman.
Statement to Representatives.

MONTALVO, Maria Luisa
Asesora de la Fiscalia de Estado de la Prov. de Cordoba.

At presente in Villa Devoto Jail.
MONTAÑA, Juan Carlos

Date: 6/18/76
Sex: M
Age: 24
Address: 1786 Calle Iraza, La Paz, Bolivia (organization run prison)

Lugar: Juzgado Técnico de Huelga - Sin resolución.

Autores: Presunto 1 y 2 (juez y fiscal)

Was held at La Plata Prison, now at Sierra Chica.

Case number: BA-1314 - 2-22-76

Data: Volver Piedad, Habi 090-42

MONTAÑO AREZAGA, Victor

(Robuvian)

Disappeared 7-27-76 Caseros

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (l)

MONTARCE, Enrique Pastor

Case 26

Disappeared 8-31-77 - I. I. I. de Guzmán

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (l)
MONTEAGUDO, José Manuel

DIS 6-22-77 La Plata - PA. Ar.

La Plata List - 11-21-78

MONTEDONICO, Pilar

ABD 6-10-76

PAPA (t)

ML

MONTEDOIO, Ricardo Alberto

Disappeared 12-10-76 - Edén - PA. Ar.

PANR Pronoza 5-17-78 (t)

ML
MONTIJIO, Beatriz

DIB Córdoba

[Signature]

MONTENAYOR, Mariano (journalist)

Abducted 4/2/77; whereabouts unknown. Paid 3 days afterwards.

[Signature]

Listed 10-23-77 PEN REPORT

MONTENEGRO, Irma Elena

DIB

[Signature]
MONTENEGRO, Jacinto Rubén
LE: 11-02-242
D: 3-23-1983
P: 828-6-17-17

Disappeared 1-5-77 with m/s Solá

PARR-Presa 5-17-78 (1)

MONTENEGRO, José Oscar

Detained in Unidad 9 La Plata.

Netherland Embassy.

MONTENEGRO, Tomás Hilario
TANET
LE: 7-430-726
Ape: 32

Disappeared 4-19-76
Detained - Coronda

Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre
PARR - Pampa R-14-76 (1)
FDD: 11-6-48
MONTEQUÍN DE BALUT

PAHR (L)

MONTERO, Beatrix

DIS Córdoba

AISC

MONTERO, Jorge Rodolfo
LE: 4.524.223
Member of "La Tria de Comunía"

DIS 8-15-78
Admisión inmunopropia he via 1978

PAHR (L)
MONTERO, Mirtha Liliana

DIS 7-8-76 Córdoba

Córdoba List 12-1-78

MONTES, Guillermo Federico
Age: 26
LE: 8.537.841
Educom 352-Martinez As.As.

DIS 9-20-77 leaving work

FARA(1)
ML

MONTESANO DE O, Stella
LC: 5.865.057

ABD 10-16-76

AISC
Montesino, Leonardo
Detective 4/44
Modeled 8/85

Disappeared 2-5-77 La Plata

Leaves: Arch Engr 9/44
PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (L)

Montesinos, Eloy Martin

Leaves PEM.
Report: Dis: Oct, 78, La Nacion newspaper

Montesinos, Nora

Dis Sala

AISC (Gospa-Mx)
MONTIVEROS, Rodolfo

DIS

PARR (A)
ML

MONTIVEROS, Pedro

Casado Per.: In Nación 10-31-78
Dis: Oct. 78-La Nación

MONToya, Mirta

DIS

PARR (C)
ML
MONTOTO, Roberto (writer and journalist)

Arrested 11/11/74; imprisoned.

Listed 10-28-77 PEN REPORT

MONTOTO, Carlos Eusebio

Disappeared 5-13-76

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-76 (1)

ZABACEANSKY, Sylvia Montserrat de

Detained in Córdoba since last July, 1977.
Listed in Córdoba prison list published.

Cong. Ted Weiss '68-74
Arthur C. Danto, Columbia Univ.
MONTQUIN, Mariano

DIS La Plata Bs.As.

PAHR (L.)

MONZON, Inés Teresa
NM 44
LB 433382.712

Disappeared 1-3-77 San Fernando

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (L)

MONZON, Juan

DIS Mar del Plata Bs.As.

PAHR (L.)
MONZON, Raúl

DIS

Nueva Hora 11/78

MONZON, Reynaldo José

Disappeared 4-21-77 Ciudadela

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (L)

B/FDD

MOORE, Leslie Ricardo
DNI 12,464,928
Guardia Vieja 3948 - 1192 Capital

Disappeared on 7-27-76.

Moore, Alicia M. Mc Cormick de
Guardia Vieja 3948 - 1192 Capital

8-10-77. Letter to Senators.

$\frac{1}{2}$
MOPARDO, Alfredo Néstor

Disappeared 11-13-76

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78

MORA, Concepción Ester

DIS 5-23-78

PAHR

MORA, Juan Carlos

Disappeared 12-1-76

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78
MORA, Maria Rosa

DIS

PAHR (L)
ML

MORAL, Ana Maria

Disappeared Huedega

PAHR-Prensa 5-27-78 (L)
"11/6/17-11-178'

MORAL, Jorge Nector LE: S.120.048'
San Martin 874-Ensenada
'M' 27
Huelga: Comm Party

Was arrested at his mother's home Calle 124 - 45 y 46, El Dique, by a group of armed men from Coordinación Federal. Since then disappeared. 5-15-78.

Moral, Estela Gallago de (Wife)
LC 4.480.046
San Martin 874-Ensenada
Wife: FHA (R) 32
Huelga: Comm Party

Testimony to Representatives.
MORALES, Alejandro Manuel
C1: 5.045.748
Ref: 24

DIS 5-25-76 Córdoba

MORALES, Ana Maria

Disappeared

PAHR-Frena 5-17-78 (1)
MORALES, Gladys Beatriz
CI: 3-61,419
Tel: 9163, 40, 40
5/14/71

Disappeared 9-17-77

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (1)
ML

MORALES, Hector Osvaldo

C-24/74

Unidad 9 La Plata - PEN
US Emb. visit granted 11/78

ex-Partido Socialista

By Geo. L. Dohner

MORALES, Jr., Jose Ramon

ABD 11-2-76 at the home of Mr. Morales Sr.
MORALES, Sr. José Ramón

ABD 11-2-76 at the Home of Mr. Morales Sr.

ML

MORALES, Juan

Disappeared 5-16-77

Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre

MORALES, Juan Pedro

Disappeared 11-14-78 in Ejido la Martanza

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78(4)

FL
MORALES, Luis Alberto
Age: 22

ABD 11-2-76 at the home of Mr. Morales Sr.

MORALES, Nidia de

ABD 11-2-76 at the home of Mr. Morales Sr.

MORALES, Ricardo Alfredo

DIS

AISC (Clarín)
MORALESI, Stella Maris

ARR 3-22-76 Córdoba
PEN - Villa Devoto

AISC (CADHU)

MORALES MTY, Carlos Rafael
Calle Mitre 1085 - Escobar ??

Our information is that he was killed resisting his arrest. 
Now in Ramon PEN list, appears his name. Have requested 
information if he is the same person?

MORALESI MTY, Maria Elida
LC. 10.993.140
Calle Mitre 1085 - Escobar
Age: 26
DDBS: 9.30.1953 Salta

Detained on 4-22-77. Her husband was killed, as he resisted 
to be detained. Her both children were given to her father 
on 5-3-77. Since then she is disappeared.

Sen. Lewton Chiles, on behalf of: 

Morales Mty, Victoriano Naimes (Father)
Belgrano 906-Salta Phone 10734

1-31-78
MORALES HETES, Humberto
Disappeared 4-14-76, Incarnán

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (L)
Incarnán

MORALES SANCHEZ, Juan Carlos

DIS

(Uruguayan)

MORALES VON PIEVERLING, Juan Miguel

DIS 9-28-76
MORALLI, Guillermo
Fac. de Ingeniería de la Univ. Ba. As.

Arrested on 7-28-78 during an assembly called to seek the release of Norma Falcon, a lawyer and member of the Partido Popular Cristiano.

Council on Hemispheric Affairs - 9-13-78

MORALLI, Mónica

DIS

MORAN, Hilda Esther de

DIS 4-29-76

PAHR (L)
MORANDI, Ariel Eduardo

DIS 5-11-78 Rosario - Santa Fe

Rosario List

PAHR(l)

MORANDI, Héctor Victor
DNI: M 724.443

Disappeared 5-2-77 Rosario

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (L)

MORANDINI, Cristina del Valle
DNI: H 64 647

Disappeared 10-15-77

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78
MORANDINI, Héctor Luis

Disappeared 9-10-77

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78

MORANDINI, Nestor Luis
No. 22
M.C. 148.282

41
Disappeared 8-18-77

PAHR (L)
Leg. Arg. Der. Hombre

MORATA, Ana Aurora
Paredo 651, Córdoba

ABD 7-26-77 from home
Note: FBU - La Jacona 10-21-78

ML
MORAZO, Rosa Irene
Federal Capital

Disappeared 5-16-78
H.R. 158 - 60A - 9-1-76

PAHR - 5-30-78

MORAZONI, Enrique

DIS

MORCILIO DE MORALES, Maria Alicia

Disappeared 11-13-76

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78
MORDASINI, Adelina Beatriz.
CI. 2.534.121 - LC 6.708.045
Fecha de Nac.: April 30, 1951 in Neuquen (Pee. of Neuquen)

Released. For.Off.Inq.: 3-14-77  Goa reply: NO

Father (sister-dual matl.)

MORE, Abel Alfredo

DIS

MORE, Alicia Raquel

DIS
MORE, Carlos Alfredo

DIS

(7Nññ(1)
ML

Morea, Sra. de
782-1066

Cox recommended.

MOREIRA, Domingo
Federation Ceramic Workers

Arrested March 76, at present at Coronda prison.
Christmas list 1977- ceased to be under PEN.

Belgium Embassy Interest-Arsene Van der Driessche-1-25-78.
MOREIRA, Héctor Horacio

DIS 12-6-78 in Buenos Aires

El Dia clipping 12-15-78

MOREIRA, Héctor Horacio

DIS 10-15-76 Córdoba

PAHR (L)

MOREIRA, Víctor Jacobo
Age: 24
Doc. 11.234.025

DIS 4-11-77 Tucumán

Tucumán

FAHR (L)
MOREIRA, Maria Rosa

Age: 24

Dis: Rxx 6-7-78, Ranelagh

FDD List: 9-16-78

MOREL, Pedro Crisildo

Disappeared 5-13-77 with ml Sora - Claypool -

V/L
PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (L)

MOREL VILLALBA, VIVELIA
Rf 25

Disappeared 7-29-76

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (L)
MORELDO, Raúl Antonio
DNI: 10.860.470

Disappeared 5-15-77 MURDUS - BR. BR.

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78(1)

MORELLI, José Elías (journalist)

Arrested 9/23/76; imprisoned

Pohindo 6-10-78
Listed 10-28-77 PEN REPORT

MORELLI, Roberto

DIS

PAHR (1)
ML
MORELLO, Raúl Antonio

 disappeared 7-15-77

FAHR-Prensa 5-17-78

MORENINI, Cristina del Valle
Age: 23
DNI: 11.191-077
P. Colón 1596, Bs.As.

ABD 9-18-77 from home

ML

MORENINI, Nestor Luis
Age: 22
DNI: 11.748.232

nts 9-18-77 in Buenos Aires

ML
MORENO
CI. 8.102.330

ARR 3-30-77 from San Justo B.Aires

ML

MORENO, Adolfo

ARR Applied Parole Visa USA

AISC

MORENO, Alberto L.
Dálmine Siderca

Disappeared 11-22-76

Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre
MORENO, Carlos Alberto

DIS 3-28-77

ARR 11-4-75 Bs.As. Held in Villa Devoto PEN
Judge: Adamo

AISC (CADHU)

MORENO, Eduardo

Disappeared 6-9-77

FAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (i)
MORENO, Elisa

GOA reply 9-5-78
P.O. Box 1606 del 19-5-78
Address: Domestic 89, La Plata 3447
Agents: "Jugopale Rate R.

Abducted on 3-26-78 together with her fiancee Haul Eduardo
Petrouch outside near to San Justo Cathedral, after Eastern
evening mass.

San Justo

MORENO, Graciela
Age 30
H: 5.4. H. 246

Disappeared 4-29-77—L. de Zamora—

PAIM-Frensa 3-17-78 (L)

MORENO, Jorge
Student

Killed since one year and two months in the neighborhood of Hospital de Niños in La Plata, when he resisted
to be kidnapped by forces of the Policía de la Prov. de
Buenos Aires.

Harris data - 8-14-78
MORENO, Jorge Horacio

DIS

PANA(l)
ML

MORENO, José Daniel
Ferropoortuario

Disappeared 1-4-77

Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre

MORENO, José Eduardo

Disappeared 9-14-77 with father Horacio

PAHR-Prena 5-17-78
MORENO, Luis Bravo

FNC (F)

MORENO, María Celia Brieva de

Carcel de Villa Devoto - FEN
Date: 2-25-76

ex-Partido Socialista

MORENO, Mario

DIA
MORENO, Raúl Arnoldo
Dilime Siderca
A/24
86564

9/22/76 - Disappeared. Campaña - Po. Qs.

PAHR (L)
Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre

MORENO, Ramón

DIS

PAHR (L)

MORENO, Rodolfo
Mar del Plata

Disappeared June 1976

Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre
MORENÌ, Rómulo
Ap. 48
LE: 4.713.021

Disappeared 9-20-77 Campana

PARK-Prensa 5-17-78 (1)

MORENO, Rosal Irene

ABD 5-16-78

MOÑO CERNEGE, Charo Rosalí

Under PEN - Unidad 2 Villa Devoto

ABLeague
MORENO DELGADO, Antonio D.
AI: 6
Dr. Isaac Kohn 1931, Lima

Disappeared 9-14-77 with two Joe translation - Hierlo

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (1)
AI

MORENO DELGADO, Jose
AI: 2,562 PK
Deputy: 1-15-72, Peru
6-24-72

Disappeared 9-14-77 with bullet and weapon

F: L
PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (1)

MORENO DE GOTOCHEA, Nélida Noemí
AI: 83
UL: 5,049,748

Disappeared 8-15-77 Córdoba

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (1)
MORENO KIERMAN, Magdalena (nee Romanuk)

Under PEN Unidad 2 Villa Devoto

ADLeague

MORENO KIERMAN, Rafael Alberto

Under PEN Unidad 9 La Plata

FAHR(l)
ADLeague

MORENO MALUGANI, Miguel Angel (Uruguayan)
DPOS: 3-23-1943 Montevideo
Rpt 24

Genuip 2-11-44, R'd ad.

Picked up by the Argentine Army, since then disappeared. This happened on 10-1-76 in Buenos Aires.

FAHR(l)
Malugani Toroza, Violeta (mother)
Andres Chevaste 14th-Montevideo
UNHRC - 9-5-78
AHC
MORENO SCOFOLINSKY, Silvia
Age 28
(Uruguayan)
Detained Olmos Jail.

ADLeague

MORERO, Horacio

DIS

AS (Conf.-lin)
ML

MORERO, Rafael Alberto

DIS

ML
MORES MONTEDONICO, María del Pilar

Died 2-11-74 f.a.d.

DIs 10 June, 1976

VHA 6-7-78

MORETTI, Oscar (Dr.)


Cancer Anti Congress 9/78

MORGANTE, Manuela

DIS 7-17-77 Tucumán

PAHR (L)
MORGENSTERN, Amelia Ester

ARR PEN 3/78

AISC (Rio Negro Newspaper)

MORGONTI, Jorge

DIS

GARCIA (L)

MORINAS, Luis
Medicine student

DIS 7/76 Mendoza
MORINI, Hugo Luis
Disappeared 3-30-76

M.L.
PAHR-Prensa 5-17-76 (L)

MORINI LAVALL, E.C.de

DIS

PAHR (L)

MORIÑA JUNG, Luis Rodolfo

Disappeared
Interned 6-15-71

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (L)
MORADI, Héctor José
L. 11,724.243

DIS 5-7-77

PAHR (L)

MORO, Raúl

DIS

PAHR (L)

MORO DE VICENZO, Miriam S. de
L. 10,496.572

DIS 9/77 Rosario-Santa Fé

PAHR (L)
MORONI, Edgardo Omar
Bn 24
L 10.554.542

Disappeared 9-7-77

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (1)

MORRESE, Norberto Julio
C 1 9.677.72
R 47

Disappeared 4-23-76

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (1)

MORRESE, Rubén Osvaldo
Bn 24
JN 10.833.478

Disappeared 9-14-76

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (1)
MORRILLAS, Isabel Mercedes
Patoa - San Justo

Detained 11/1977 - Olmos

Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre

MORRONE, Guido

ABD

AISC

MORTILLARO ZUNINO, Ariel
Le. p. 26.27
Cust opened 1930- Capital
1798-2022 (Method - Complex Zork - Sergalago)
Died 1941, In C.

Disappeared since 5-21-77, from home. Missing in Familiar.

MORTILLARO, Clara Josefina Zunino, Waa. de (Mother)
Mendoza 5546, Dpto. 3, Capital

5-27-77 Letter to Mrs. Rosalynn Carter.

CHUR(1)
54-6435 (Argentina at Ench tolls (America)
(33-404) (Reims) (Protected until today 6-24-77)
MORTVIN, Mónica Emilia

Authorized to leave country - la Nacion 2-17-74

Under PEN - Unidad 2 Villa Devoto

ADLeague

MORZAN, Delia Esther

Under PEN Unidad 2 Villa Devoto

ADLeague

MOSCA ALSINA, Carlos Enrique
DNI: 11.944.654
DOB: 4-18-1956
Martin Cornejo 98-Salta
Student of Universidad Católica Salta

Disappeared 8-4-76 in Salta.

Mosca, Carlos Enrique (Father)
Martin Cornejo 98-Salta
Letter to Amb. 7-25-78
PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (i)
MOSCHINI, Enrique Antonio
P1405482, Buenos Aires
Age 39
ID: 5.164.314

Disappeared 1-3-77

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (i)

MOSSECO, René Alejandro
Age 28
ID: 9.040.508

Disappeared 9-15-76

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (i)

MOSCOVICH, Marcelo
Age: 21
Architecture student

Disappeared November 1976

ADLeague
MOSETO, Libertad de

DIS 3-24-76 Córdoba

MOSETO, Miguel Angel

DIS 4-9-76 Córdoba

MOSIGLIA, Antonio Amadeo

Disappeared 6-3-77

Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre
MOSQUEIRA, Victor

DIS 12-23-75

AISC

MOSQUEIRA, Antonio Juan Lucas
L.E. 7.700376
San Miguel

Disappeared 12-17-76, San Miguel

Mosquera, Dora Nélida Ordoñez Vda. de (Mother)
L.C. 2.275.358
Serrano 2253-San Miguel, Bs.As. 664-1573

Testimony to Representatives.

MOSQUEIRA, Juan Jr.
Obrero Mercedes Benz
Rf. 28
H. 464-466

Disappeared 8/14/74 San Juste Bo. Ar.

FAHR(l)
Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre
MOSQUERA, Ricardo de Jesus Ram

Dis

[Made-up text]

Disappeared 7-11-76

MOSOVO, PATRICIA
[Address information]
Petición:  13 - Avisamiento
[Additional information]

Disappeared 4-27-76

MOSOVO DE CARLEVARO, Adriana
[Contact information]

Disappeared 5-17-78
MOTT, Hugo Alberto

ARR Catamarca PEN

AISC (Rio Negro newspaper)

MOTTÁ, Rubén Hugo

Disappeared 1-7-76 Leidsch

MOTTAI, Hugo Ruben

ABU

ml
MOUTHAN, Hugo
Mendoza

Detained Unidad 9 - La Plata

Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre

MOUTHAN, Hugo Alfredo
Age:

DIS

PDD

MOURA, Jorge Horacio
Age: 29

3-8-73
ABD 2-8-77 in Béllica and Vergara, City Bell, Buenos Aires

ML
MOURA FREIRE, Ernesto Bonifacio

DIS 12/76

ML

MOURIÑO, Eusebio Jesus
Kopp
Hte 526
Qt: 4.041.300

Abducted on 11-6-1976 in Florida, Buenos Aires.

Sancov, Dept Agr. 9/73
Liga Arg. Der. Hombre 4-19-78 (L)

MOVIA, Ada Graciela

She has been found dead and is under judicial system.

PEN - Villa Devoto

Consulate.
MOZA, Haydée V. de
Santa Fé

Detained 1-3-77 - U.2-V. Devoto

Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre

MOYANO, Alfredo
Date: 11.941.588
Age: 21

GDP Reply 24-24-77 - N.h.a.d.

Disappeared 12-30-77 with wife

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (L)
FDO - 6-11-78

MOYANO, Aristóbulo Daniel
Date: 33
WE: 6.644.614

Disappeared 5-29-76 Olivia

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78
MOYANO, Carlos Alberto
Disappeared 3-10-77 - Almanac -

FAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (->)

MOYANO, Jorge

Detained in Unidad 9 - La Plata

Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre

MOYANO, Jorge Daniel

Disappeared

FAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (l)
'Mola 1/78'
MOYANO, José Andrés
CID: 15344443
TARJO TARJO 2017-04-11
RIB 24

Disappeared 6-30-76 with wife Lucana.

ML
PAHR-Prensa 5-17-76

MOYANO, Magdalena

DIS 12-8-76

ML

MOYANO, Roberto

Detained since 9-12-76 (Condenado Consejo Guerra)

Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre
MOYANO, Salvador Alberto
LE; 44266, 437

ABD

FD
PARRA (J)
Mãe: "WOLA 1/8"

MOYANO ACOSTA, Luis M.
Rb 24

Disappeared 8-24-76 Condita

PARR-Prensa 5-17-78 (A)

MUCETTI, Miguel Angel

DIS

PARR (A)
ML
MUCUILO, Irene Mélida
Reflix
La Plata L157 1/3/78

Disappeared 1-27-78 La Plata

PAHR-Frensa 5-17-78 (L)

MUCHIUTTI, María Inés

Disappeared 8-16-76

PAHR-Frensa 5-17-78 (L)

MUGANO, Horacio Angel

DIS

PAHR (L)
Mujica, José
Employee pharmacists trade union

DIS 9-30-76

Mujica (L)
ML

Mujica, Laura Cristina

DIS 6-24-76 Olivos, Bs.As.

Pahr (L)

Mujica, Susana Edith
Master in Political Science
Age: 27
H. Trigoyen 597, Neuquen

ASD 6-9-76 Neuquen

Neg. Ang. B. Kombu
Favor - Frente 5-11-76 (L)
ML
MULLER, Héctor
Disappeared 5-28-76

MULTUZZI, José Alberto
AGE: 23
DNI: 10.896.181

DIS 11-20-76 Zárate

MUNITIS, Luis
Dob: 10-20-1954-La Plata
Medicine student
LE: 4,642,776

DIS 5-13-1977 La Plata - B.A.

Munitis de Merblhaé (Sister)
23, Allee Louis Blériot
94310- Orly - France
MINNE, Daniel Oscar
DU. 10.849.403
Entre Rios 927 - Quilmes (Bs.As.)

Arrested at her bride's home Broozza 935 - Pimpolho, (Graciela Beatriz Di Piazza) on 6-4-77. Since then both disappeared.

MINNE, Isolina Corra de
(Mother)
DU. 3.381.248
Entre Rios 927 - Quilmes

MUNTANE, Juan José
CI: 2.731.131

DIS

AISC (Clarín)

MUNTANER, Mario Juan
Ago: 25

Arrested 1-26-78. Since then disappeared.

Buenos Aires Herald clipping - 1-31-78. & 2/9/78

PAHRR
M                                                  4
Muniz, Agustina Maria
Dl. 66999319
Araoz 2873 - 3°p.

Arrested on 4-21-76 by a group of armed men.

Muniz, Agustina Pan de
(Wife)

Statement to Representatives.

D

Muniz, Blanca
Age: 22

6-6-76 Abducted with friends, witnesses of her tortures, friends released after 24 hs.

Muniz, Eduardo Oscar
Age: 43
Dl. 8 466 748

6-6-76 Wrenched his leg.
Arrested on 10-22-76 at early sunrise. Since then disappeared.

Mujíz, Ma. Dolores
Disappeared 3-17-76 [undecipherable]

Mujíz Barrero, Diego

Unsure whether he has gone underground or been "disappeared"
Had close Montonero connections according to SHF.

Mujóz, Antonio Hernán

Kidnapped or arrested on 9.28.76 around Plaza Italia by Military
Forces. Since then disappeared.

Mujóz, Angela de (Mother)

Statement. To T. Toiman.
Statement to Representatives.
MUÑOZ, Carlos

DIS 11-22-78

PAHR (L)

MUÑOZ, Carlos Damien (Chief) 12/30/74  D*

Not registered. For Off. Inq.: 11-10-76
GOA reply: 11-12-76

PAHR (L)

MUÑOZ, Carmen Mabel
LC: 11-21-76a
Ref # 28

Disappeared 11-11-77

HL
PAHR-Presa 11-17-78 (L)
MUNOZ, Herman Antonio
Age: 25
ID: 6743.254

DIS 9-28-76

PAHR (L)

MUNOZ, Julio Anibal

ABD 9-28-76

PAHR (L)
ML

MUNOZ, Mario
Age: 36
Leader Aconcagua Union in Chile

DIS

PAHR (L)
ML
MUÑOZ BARBACHAN, José Luis

DIS Córdoba

MUÑOZ MARTINEZ, Sergio (Chilcan)

On Expulsion list 12-23-76.

MIRÁ, Ma. Cristina
LC: 6.237.203
Ref. 27

Disappeared 8-10-77

ML
PAHR-Prensa 1-17-78 (1)

 JOHN, 11-78
Murat, Sara
Doc.prov.Jujuy-Jujuy

Detained U.2-V. Devoto

Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre

MURILLO, Eduardo Jorge
NI: 13
DIV: M 438.327

Disappeared 11-10-76 Amblancida. B.A.

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (1)

MUNO DE MEREDIZ, Rosa A

Disappeared 1-4-77 R. Escalada

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (1)
DIVA
MURRAY TRONCONI, Bernardo

ARR PEN 3/78

ALSC (Rio Negro newspaper)

MURUA, Miguel Angel
Age: 21
LE: 11.087.617

DIS 9-17-76 Tucumán

MUSOLO, Mario
Age: 36

DIS La Plata Bs.As.

FAHR (L)
MUSSA, José Osvaldo

ARR ARR Córdoba PEN

AISC (Rio Negro newspaper)

MUSSETI, Miguel Angel

DIS

FARH (f)

MUSSE, Elias

Right of option certificate for France.

At present in Penal Unidad 9, La Plata Prison, Bs.As. PEN 2945 - 7/29/75. T.Harris from GCA 9-28-77.

Rec. 192.160 -

Comite Arg. Drey 9/75

Abi. E. Carrafa

France
MUSSI, Juan Pedro

DIS 3-4-76 Córdoba

ML

MUSSIO, José
Acindar

Detained 3-24-76 - Coronda

Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre

MUSSO, Jorge Mario

ARR Córdoba PEN

AISC (Río Negro newspaper)
On 10-25-76 our house was searched and our son Pablo Daniel arrested; this was done by a group of armed men who said to be from Gendarmeria. Since then he is disappeared.

Musso, Fernando
Musso, Irma B. de

Testimony to Representatives.
Disappeared 4/76

Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre

NACAR, Juan R.
Journalist

WAR or DETAINED.

ADEPA, 8-16-78
(The date of human death)

NACET, Elsa Alicia
Death: 11-3-78

Disappeared 12-16-76

PAHR-Frensa 5-17-76 (1)
NACHMAN, Gregorio
DoB: 2-24-1930
Larret St. 3183, 7°- Mar del Plata
Des: (to be filled)
Spouse: [blank]
Arrested on 6-19-76 by policemen. His oldest children
sons ages 20 and 21, have left home for fear of being
picked up by police or other persons.

NACHMAN,
Familia

Mr. Harry Lautman
(Anz. SWL, 12111, 93333 88-072
Senator Javits: Letter 7-13-77.
Enc. copy of., rough

NACHMANN, Faimundo

Left country. For. Off. Inq.: 11-18-76 GGA reply: 11-30-76

NADAL, Carmela
Age: 7 years

DIS 9-22-78 Escobar Bs.As. to-gether with parent.

PAHR (L)
NADAL, Diego Reinaldo

DIS 9-22-78 Escobar (Bs.As.)

PAHR (L)

NADAL, Diego Victoriano
Age: 4 months

DIS 9-22-78 Escobar Bs.As. together with parent

PAHR (L)

NADAL, Jorge Adalberto

Causa: 7-21-78:
F. Geográfico 2 f. 13 at. cerebr. 1

ADLeague
NADAL, Juan Domingo

DIS 9-29-77 Chacabuco Bs.As.

PAHR (L)

NADAL, Salvador

Detained in Buenos Aires

ADLeague

NADAL, Stella Maris
Lawyer

ARR Chaco - No trial

AISC
NADAL, Vladimiro
Age: 13 years

DIS 9-22-78 Escobar Bs.As. together with parent

PAHR (L)

NADAL MARTINEZ, Alberto

Under PEN Sierra Chica

ADLeague

NADRA, Jorge Radl

DIS 7-1-76

Córdoba List 12-1-78
NAPTAL, Alejandra Judith

DIS 5-9-78

La Nación clipping 7-7-78

NACIER, Namba

DIS 7/76, Buenos Aires

ML

NAHS DE BRUZZONE, Carmen L.
DNI: 11.453.467

DIS 8-8-77 Rosario Santa Fé

PAHR (I.)
Komua has
NAJEF SAADE, Antonio

DIS 1-18-78

PAHR (L)

MALTZ, Alicia Irene
C I: 5-273-944
Att 84

ABD 1-887 M-40-96

PAHR (L)
ML

NAJMANOVICH, Daniel 6-52/78/12

Disappeared 5/76

ADLeague
NAJMANOVICH, Rafael
7.721.753
Age: 15
Student

Disappeared 7-23-76

NAME: Jorge Miguel

Age: 30
LE: 5.098.244
CI: 5.282.244

DIS 3-13-75 Hernández, P.O.P.

FDD
Disappeared 4-9-76

NANNI, Gustavo Daniel

AISC (Clarin)

4-5-78

NANNI, Rodolfo Francisco

DNI: 5.394.341
CI: 1.108.180
Address: 75 Nro. 1124-La Plata

Dis: July 6-78

NRAD-(Desp. 16-10-78)
FAUP(2)
NARDONE, Dina

DIS 11-9-78

PAHR (L)

MARIO, Enrique Daniel
Age: 41
Dec: 11-5-69

Disappeared 4-21-76 - Man del Pintor-

Femicidio Victims Embassy 10-7-78
PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78(L)

NARVAEZ, Juan Argentino
Age: 11

Disappeared together with brother in law Miguel Galvan on 6-16-78.

Narvaez de Galvan, Bernarda - Brief 41 x 22 in. Illustration (1978)
Newspaper clipping
FARVALE, Horacio Luis

Detained in Mendoza prison. 
TRANSFER TO UNIDAD 9, LA PLATA - 06.28.78

Narvarte, Cándida V. de (Wife)
Pedro Goyena 1475-Dto.36
Villa Hipodromo-Cruz Mendoza
Letter to Amb. 6-27-78.
Letter to NASSER 11-05-78; NASSER 11-14-78

NASO, Hector Jose

DIS

AISC (Clarín)

NASSER, Carlos Alberto
DOB: 8-25-54 Sallesteros (Córdoba)

Detained at beginning of 1975. At present in
Unidad 9, La Plata since 8-8-78.

Cancer Anti Congress 9/78
NASSIF, Norma Beatriz
Medicine student
Student leader

Nueva Hora 11/78
Rosa R. Lagar de Nassif, de Plata 133 - 138
Personal mail 137/79

NAUANZOUK, Pedro

Detained since 4-17-76 Unidad 9 La Plata

ADLeague

NAUDREAN, Liliana Cristina

DIS 4-9-76 Bs.As.

AISC (Cospa-Mx)
NAVARRETE, Maria Joel
(P) 24
Medico Civil
Socorro Med. in Civ.

Disappeared 3/77 - La Plata -

KL
PAHR - Presa 5-17-78
Comm Party
Comm Eng 7/78

NAVARRO, Araceli Noemi
Age: 23
DNI: 11.677.058

DIS 3-30-78 Remedios de Escalada, Bs. As.

FDD

NAVARRO, Elba
Mother of [name]

ARG 8-10-76 in Cordoba

FRHA (f)

[Signature]
NAVARRO, Héctor

DIS Córdoba

AISC (Cospa-Mx)

Roberto

NAVARRO, Jorge Alberto

Disappeared 10-19-77

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (I)

NAVARRO, Juan
Acindar

Detained - Coronda

Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre
NAVARRO, Juan Carlos
Disappeared 10-18-77

IL
PAHR, Prisca 5-17-78 (L)
Communist Party

NAVARRO, Luis

DIS

PAHR (L)

NAVARRO, Orlando
Industrial Worker-Santa Fe

DIS after 3-24-76 Santa Fe

LIKU (L)
ML
NAVARRO DE GONZALEZ, Ignacia

AKK PEN 3/78

AISC (Río Negro newspaper)

---

NAVARRO DE PINON, Cristina Maria

Age: 25
10:10 PST 46

DIS 8-12-78 in Buenos Aires

FDD 9-16-78

EHR 4-26-78

---

NAVARRO REY, Maria Anabella

Age: 50

DIS 10-19-77

PAHR (L)
NAVIA, Antonio
CI: 1.341.487

DIS

AISC (Clarin)

NAVOR GÓMEZ,

ABD Córdoba

ML

NAYEN, Víctor Antonio
CI: 4.748.193

DIS

AISC (Clarin)
NAYMARK, Àlisea Irene

Disappeared 11-10-76

Mother: Maria Lauro de N..

FID 02-17-78

NAZAR, David Ricardo

Unidad 9 La Plata. Condemned to 10 years.

ADLeague

NAZAR, Joaquín Luis Ramírez

"La Opinión" de Trenque Lauquen

Disappeared 4-24-76

ADEPA-La Opinión 4-1-76

La Gaceta-La Voz de la Opinión 8-29-78
NAZZUCHI, Wiston (Uruguayan journalist)

Arrested 2/8/76; imprisoned.

Listed 10-28-77 PEN REPORT

NEBULASII, Mario Alberto
Address: strik: 2nd. of 6
Age 22

Disappeared 11-19-76 Zarate (Ch.), Argentina

NEBULOSII, Mario A.
Dalmiaa Sidera

Disappeared 6-11-76

Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre
NEGLI, José

DIS Córdoba

AISC (Cospa-Mx)

NEGRETZ, Natalia Maria (née Ratcheff)

Under PEN Unidad 2 Villa Devoto

ADLeague

NEGRO, Javier Federico
DNI: 11.667.158

Ref. 21. released with ref. 21 in net. group under PEN.

UNDER PEN 1769/76 - U9 La Plata. Has presented petition for option to leave country.
E) LA DIA NEWSPAPER OCT 30-74 RELEASED FROM PEN.

Allendorf - Adopted

Negro, Carmen Asensio de
Diag. 80 No. 791 - 9° E
LA PLATA
Phone: 44662 (Relatives).
NEGRO, Paula

DIS

AISC (Cospa-Madrid)

NEGRO, Raquel

ABD with son Sebastian of 12 months on 1-2-78 in Mar del Plata. Pregnant.

Cancer Anti Congress 9/78

NEIBURG, José

ADLeague
NEUBURG, Raquel (nee Baron)

ADLeague

NEIMARK, Alicia

ABD 11-12-76

AISC (Cospa-Madrid)

NEIRAN, 
Fiat Worker

DIS

AISC (Cospa-Madrid)
NELLI, José Luis
Age 66

Argentine disappeared in Paraguay.

NELSON, Alfredo Jorge
Maestro
Fecha 21

Disappeared 10/76

ML
Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre
Fecha: 20/11/76 (-)

NENE

AHD 11-26-76 from Policlínico Posadas

ML
NERON, Luis Angel
Age: 30
ID: 4,552,382
Calabria 3866 Buenos Aires

ABD 12-5-77 from home with wife Graciela

NETO, Nebio

DIS

AISC (Cospa-Madrid)

NEWBOND, Carlos Juan
Age: 24
Law student

ABD 3-8-77 from home Bs.As. by Army
NERON, Luis Angel
Age: 32
LE: 473232.362
Calabria 3866 Buenos Aires

AERD 12-6-77 from home with wife Graciela

NETO, Nefio

DIS

AISC (Cospa-Madrid)

NEWHOUND, Carlos Juan
Age: 24
Law student

AERD 3-8-77 from home Bs.As. by Army
KETRA, Mercedes Jose

Caridad Feb.

Reported bis: Oct.78-La Nacion newspaper

NICOLIA, Lucia de

AED 4/77. Son Ricardo was delivered to her parents by the army

ML

NICCOLLA, Graciela Esther
R/23

Disappeared 6-3-77

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78
NICOLAS, Felipe (Journalist)

Imprisoned. June 9, 1976 in Cordoba

listed 10-28-77 PEN REPORT

NICOLETTI, Mirta Liliene (nee Chiernajovsky)

Under PEN Villa Devoto

ADLeague

NICOLETTI, Nelson
Journalist

Detained

Le Monde 6-10-78
NICOLI, Susana

DIS 3/76

AISC (Cospa-Madrid)

NICOLIA, Graciela
Belgrano y 33 Orientales - 7º Fl.
Buenos Aires
Member of Fed. Juv. Communista
Univ. student
A/B/C

ABD on 6-3-77

Comm. Party
PAHR(l)

AFL/CIO

NICOTERA, Ricardo Alfredo
A/N 03
G/L 6,242,083

[Handwritten note: He was an electrician worker. He was abducted from his home in
capital federal, on July 21st 1977 together with his wife.

PAHR(l)
KL]
MICROSINI PEREZ, Enrique Carlos

Removed from PEN - La Boca 1/13/79
Detained and at present in Unidad 9 - La Plata

Cancer Anti-Congress 9/78

MICROSINI SANTINI, Enrique Carlos
Over 50 years

Detained since 1976 in Unidad 9 La Plata.
Removed from PEN - La Boca 1/13/79

Cancer Anti Congress 9/78

NIELLA, Lidia Marta

ARR Córdoba PEN

AISC (Rio Negro newspaper)
While she was visiting Córdoba city she was arrested on 8-15-76. Since then disappeared.

Nieto, Ramona B. de
DU. 3.348.364
Yerbal 2105-Buenos Aires

---

NILTO, Antonio Lorenzo
Apr 24

Disappeared 6-14-76 -Grand Parent-

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78(1)

---

NILTO, Carlos Adrian

FEN- Unidad 9 La Plata

---

Elena Ponce de Nieto
Los Misteles 14
4500 Tres Cerritos (Salta)
Leandro Nieto (hermano) PHONE: Salta 1002 (7-15 hrs.)
NIETO, César
Age: 62

DIS 12-14-76 S. Fernando

NIETO, Gonzalez Isidora Francisca

Criminal appeals court held PEN detention invalid.

10/14/78

NIETO, César
Disappeared 12-14-76

Disappeared 12-14-76

G.L.
PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78
NIEVA, Alberto Ruben

DIS

\[ \text{PARA}(l) \]

ML

NIEVA, Miguel Angel

DIS

ML

NIEVAS, Jorge Carlos

DIS 12/76

\[ \text{FIN} \]

ML
NIEVAS, Manuel
Correo-Córdoba

Detained since February 1977 in Córdoba.

Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre

NIEVES, Susana Leonardi de

DIS 3-31-76

PAHR (L)

NIEVES SANCHEZ, Rodolfo

DIS 3-29-76 Buenos Aires

PAHR (L)
ML
NILLNI, Ines Maria
21, Pa's house.

Disappeared 10-8-76. Husband and children in Israel.

ADLeague

NIMSBURG,
Age: 23

Disappeared 3-20-77 with brother.

ADLeague

NIMSBURG,
Age: 21

Disappeared 3-20-77 with brother.
NIÑO, Gustavo

Arrested in front of Saint Cross Church on 12-8-77 presumably by the Argentine Security Forces.

Cust. F. Luis A. Arce

NIÑO, Claudio Orlando
Age 47

DIS 5-8-78

PAPR (1)

NISELSKY, Pedro
Ast. Fco Santiago

Detained since April 76 - Unidad 9 La Plata

Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre

Week by week
MISELSKY, Victor Jacobo

Disappeared

KL
ADLeague

NITTOIT, Horacio Luis

ARR PEN 3/78

AISC (Rio Negro newspaper)

NIVOLI, Marcelo Raúl
Dob: 2-10-44 San Juan

PEN detainee - Unidad 9 Pab. 1, La Plata.
Parent stated that the prisoners are now afraid when
they are released that it will happened them as to the
other two or three released who never got home.

Juan V. Nivoli
Antonia Tomas de Nivoli
Avidio Lagos 51 - Dpto.4-Córdoba

Personal visit Embassy 2-10-78.
NIVOLI, Mario Alberto
DI. 6.594.277
0. Lagos 51 - Córdoba

Arrested on 2-14-77 by the provincial police of Córdoba.
Since then disappeared.

Nivoli, Graciela María Gauchat de
(Wife)
DI. 6.030.097
G"umes 5823-Santa Fé (3000)

8-19-77. Letter to Embassy B.A.

PHF (1)

NIEICMANN PIJON, José Martín

Under PEN Sierra Chica

ADLeague

NOBEL, Alejandro

ABD 11-10-76 from work with brother-Bs.As.

AISC
NOBILI DE BONETTI, Ana Maria
CI: 1.735.430

DIS 2-1-77 La Plata

FDD

NYXETA, Carlos Norberto

DIS

KL

NOCENT, Elsa Alicia
DOB: 17-7-1955
DI: 11.341.874
Student

Disappeared on 12-16-76 en LA PIATA.

FAGSA
NOCENT, Albano José (LE.3.033.633)
Elia Galatti de Nocent(LC.4.062.213) (Parent)
Cnel. Falcón 24 - Bahía Blanca
NOCETTI, Ines

ABD 8-10-76 with Selma J. Ocampo

ML

NOCIGLIO, Antonio Amadeo
J.M.H.: 8.270.786
Age 24

Disappeared 6-3-76

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-76(1)

MORE, Carlos Alcides
J.M.H.: 27
J.M.H.: 2.206.207

Disappeared 10-21-76

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78(1)
NOE, Jorge

DIS

ML

NOE, Pedro

Disappeared 10-25-76

IL

ADLeague

NOE, Victor Jacobo

26/26/11

Not registered. For Off. Inq.: 11-18-76 GOA reply: 11-30-76

Killed

Detained on 11/26/76 near Upano Branch.

PMG(s)

Cancer Unit Mung. 4/78

IL

Jan.

DDF to CDS Center 4-11-78

[Signature on bottom]
Disappeared 6-30-77, La Plata - BS A.

F.M. P.A.D 10/76
Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre
F.A.R(A)

NOGUEREA, Alejandro (Uruguayan)

Disappeared 12-11-75 in Buenos Aires. At present detained in Libertad Prison in Montevideo accused of subversive association.

REFOULEMENT

NOGUEREA, Guillermo

DIS

F.A.R(L)
M.L.
NOGUEIRA PAILLER DE RODRIGUEZ LARRETA, Raquel

Disappeared 6-30-76

Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre

NOGUEIRA PAILLER DE RODRIGUEZ LARRETA, R.

Disappeared 7-13-76

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78

NOGUEIRA DE RICHNY, Graciela Mirta

Disappeared 7-21-77 Pemexco. Pn. Aq.

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78
NOGUEIRA DE RODRIGUEZ MARTINEZ, Raquel
(Uruguayan) C.F.
Age: 27
Calle Victor Martinez 1295-Buenos Aires

Disappeared 7-13-76 in Buenos Aires; at present in
conditional freedom in Uruguay, accused of subversive
association.

REFOULEMENT

NOGUEIRA SOLARI, Alberto

DIS Cordoba

ML

NOGUER,
Age: 2

DIS Daughter of Maria F. Noguer

AISC
NOGUERA, Juan Felipe

ARR Córdoba PEN

AISC (Río Negro newspaper)

NOGUERA, Juan José

DIS

PAHAR
ML

NOGUEZ, Ricardo Martín

DIS 12/76

PAHAR
ML
NOIA DE MEZZAGRA, Natalia
Age: 30
LC: 5,488,096

DIS 10-13-76

FAR(1)
FDD

NOLASCO, Fernando Pablo
CI. 6,718,097 - DNI 10,591,571
B. Escalada de San Martín 4586-5"A"-Capital

Arrested by supposed Security Forces on the public street. Since then disappeared. 6-25-76.

Nolasco, Gloria Fernandez (Mother)
B. Escalada de San Martín 4585 - 5"A" Capital (1407)

FAR(1) Statement to Representatives.

NOMA, Adolfo H.

DIS

FAR(1)
ML
NORES MONTEDONICO, Alvaro
(Uruguayan)
Age: 26


NORES MONTEDONICO, Maria del Pilar
(Uruguayan)

Disappeared 6-10-76 in Buenos Aires. Freed on 12-23-76 in Montevideo.
NORIEGA, Carlos
CI: 3.537.237
O'Higgins 1765 2° Dº
Capital 782-3876

Disappeared. For. Off. Inq.: 3-14-77 GCA reply: NO
(sp. rep. 2° report - 7/18/77
GCA reply 9-4-77, N.R.A.J.

Noriega, Isolina Ana Cerino de
(wife)
CI: 4.469.946
O'Higgins 1765 2° Dº
Daipital Tel: 782-3876

NORIO, Enrique Daniel

DIS 4-21-76

AISC (A.D.P.H.)

NORVELLO, Luis

DIS 9-25-76 La Plata

AISC
NOSARETTI, Héctor

DIS 12/76

NOSARETTI, Carlos Alberto

DIS

NOSIGLIA, Maria Magdalena
CI 7 069 671
DOB: 9-13-1953 Posadas (Misiones)

ExTR A 9-17-78 N.R.A.D

Disappeared

5 years of Ocean Rest (unidentified) continued to 5 years.

Freeman-Dr. Luis A. Caiero
AFL/CIO

422/77
NOTALIVERTO, Ismael
Ct. 2.598,608
Castro y Av. Rolon, Boulogne (Prov.Bs.As.)

Disappeared. Lozadur.

NOTARO, José

DIS

PÁRIO(
ME

NOUYN DE PEREZ, Norma Beatriz
Age: 28
Worker


Cancor Anti Congreso, 9/78
NOUYU, Jorge Américo

DIS

PARA(L)

NOVANO, Araceli Noemi

DIS 3-30-78

North zone Bs.As.Prov.

NOVATO, Carlos Martin

DIS

PARA(L)
NOVENA, Héctor  
Río 21  
Q1: 6 ACC. 198  

Santo 4-22-77  

DATA  
FHNR(l)  

NOVENA, Jorge  
Río 21  
Q1: 6 ACC. 198  

Santo 4-22-77 with brother  
St. Paul 6-2-77  
FHNR(l)  

DATA  

NOWILLO, Alejandro  
Río 21  

Disappeared 2-28-77  
Rosario  

PAHR-Frensa 5-17-78 (L)
NOVILLO, Carlos Alberto

Disappeared 2-28-77

NOVILLO, Jorge Horacio
Ago. 24
Pasaje Nelson 570-Rosario

Arrested on 2-28-77. Since then disappeared.

NOVILLO, Jorge Oscar (LE:6.096.938) (Parent)
Novillo, Maria Juana Saade de (LC-2.305.173)
Borrego 546
Vedado Turco, Santa Fe

NOVILLO CORBALAN, Rosa Eugenia

FOWG REPLY:
PEN Dto. 1584 - 11-22-74
Charges: ERP member, subversive activities
Profuga: since 5-24-75 when she escaped from Buen Pastor prison (Córdoba).

October 1978.
NOVILLO RABELLINI, Rodolfo Francisco

PEN dir. 2731 9-7-77
Charges: Interventor de PER, editan pamfletos subvers.
Córdoba prison.

8-14-78

NOVO BARAGLIA, Rubén

ABD 12-13-75 Tucumán

Mexico 79

NUDEL, Raúl Oscar

WESTERN HEMISPHERE;

PEN - Coronda Jail (Prov. Santa Fé). Permission for option
to leave country. Gave papers to be sent to the
consulate.

Nudel, Angela Sandiani de
Castelli 89 - 5ºC - Capital
Phone: 47-6625

(Mother)
NUDELMAN, Nora
Age: 24
Detained Villa Devoto

ADLeague

NUDEB, Herman

ABO 1977 Córdoba Prov.

ML

NUGHES, Juan Angel

Arrested on 8-11-76 from "Instituto Agronómico de la ciudad de Alberti"

Hughes, Victorino Radl (Father)
Biel, Switzerland

European Co-Operative Longo MAP
Boulevard des Jardins 49, 1110 Brussels, Belgium
NUGUES, Victorino Raúl
DOB: 2-25-34
Villa Juan B. Alberdi, Prov. Tucumán

REFUGEE
At present in Great Britain.

La Paz 6144

NUGUES, Herman Fernando
CI: 5.772.067
LE: 8649.342
Member Fed. Int. Com.
(Signed)

Arrested on 10-27-77. Since then disappeared.

Nuguer, Juana M. S. de
Av. La Plata 105
1º. Bs. As.
Perm. Perm. 174 (0)
Letter to Mrs. Carter - 11-3-77.
Comm. Entry

NUNEZ, Blanca Nieves
CI: 10.479.192

DIS

AISC (Clarín)
Müñez, Diego Eustaquio
Age 40

Disappeared 8-13-77

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (L)

Müñez, Eva Esther
Age 24

MI: 91-919420

Disappeared 7-15-77

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (L)

Müñez, Fermin Angel

DIS

PAHR (L)

ML
NÚÑEZ, Héctor
Municipal Worker

AED 3-20-76 Bahia Blanca

NÚÑEZ, Horacio Santos

DIS

NÚÑEZ, Joaquín

UND ER PEN.

AI-Notre Dame, Indiana USA
NUÑEZ, Jorge Domino
Administrator Central
English: Nunez Lino

Disappeared 5-6-1977

ML

Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre

NUÑEZ, José Enrique

Núm. 6437-314
Calle 632, s/n, t. 6th Floor

Disappeared 2-17-77

PMEP-Prensa 5-17-76

NUÑEZ, Maria Juana

DIS 4-26-76

PARE

ML
NÚÑEZ, Mario Martin

ARR. PEN

AISC (Clarin)

NÚÑEZ, Miguel Angel

DIS

fa#: f.3
MOD

NÚÑEZ, Norma Ada
AFF: 24
BNI: M.631.301

DIS 9-23-77 Temporarily

PAHR(1)
NUÑEZ, Oscar

PAHR (L)

NUÑEZ, Pedro Francisco
A11: 26
DON: A3773, A73

DIS 5-4-76 Metan - FALTA

PAHR (L)
NUÑEZ, Ramona

DÍŚ

AISC (Cospa-Madrid)

NUÑEZ, Roque

DÍŚ

PAHR (L)

NUÑEZ, Víctor Hugo

DÍŚ 2-26-76 Córdoba

PAHR (L)
NUÑEZ, Violeta Maria
Age: 26
DOB: 12-22-50

Detained in Villa Devoto since 12-13-75.

Dept.of State-Bumpus 6-5-78

NUÑEZ DE MARANGON, Susana

DIS

AISC (Cospa-Mx)

MUSEBAUM, Rosa Ana Inmunda
Pt: 28

Disappeared 9-6-77

[Signature]
PAHR-Frena 5-17-78
NUSENOVICH, Moises

Under PEN.
Guido Adrian

ADLeague

NANCUPEL, Guido Adrian

In Penal Rawson, Chubut.

Ñandupel, Adrian (Father)
Comodoro Rivadavia (Chubut)
RECEP'T: Ruben

Res application in person 11/78
FEN: Rawson, Chubut - Option to leave country

Authorized departure Sweden. N. A. Simon 4/7/79

OECID, Maria Cristina Vega de (Wife)
6305 Barra del Medio (Rio Negro)

Maria Teresa Candis (Cousin) 241-0386

OBERLIN, Hector Guillermo
Age: 26

ABD 1-17-76 Cordoba

CABE (I)
ml

OBERTI DE SOCIANO, Rosa Adela
LC: 5.806.471

ABD 3-17-76 Prov. Bs.As.

FAHR
ml
OBLIGADO, Maria

DIS 12/76

PAHR (L)
ML

OREMUCH, Ricardo
Public official

ADLeague

OCAMPO, Amanda Maria
Age: 18
CI: 6428408

DIS 7-23-77

PAHR (L)
FIJ
OCAMPO, Héctor
Santa Fe

Detained - Coronda

Lig. Arg. Der. Nombre

OCAMPO, Raul Osvaldo
Social Sciences student (normas económicas)
Cl: 5.047.442
DU: 11.824.122

DIA 11-15-76 together with Alberto Ezequiel Said.

Sotero Raul Ocampo (Parent)
Regina Amalia Rogiero da Ocampo
Av. F. D. Roosevelt 5657-4°P. Bpro8 (norma all 2-3-76)
(Italo Bartolome)
FM: Paseo 163-469

OCAMPO, Selma Julia

AND 8-10-76 with Ines Rosseti
OCAMPO FERREYRA, Amanda Ms.
01:6 428 408
Nº 13

Disappeared 7-23-77

Mother - O:1/64, F: O.c. Ocampo, C. #335 197 5352
RL: 104 283 A. H. Montiel
PAHR: Presa 5-27-78
F D D 7 8- C-11

OCAMIA, Luis Gabriel

DIS

ML

OCANO
UO-Construction Workers-Reconquista

DIS after 3-04-76 Reconquista - Unic Ex

PAHR(1)
ML
OCANTO, Julio
FCGSM T. Lauquen

Disappeared

Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre

C-478/73/4

OCANA ELIAS, Luis Gabriel

New York World Trade Center under judicial system.
Under PEN Unidad 9 La Plata

ADLeague

OCANO LOMBA, Jorge Antonio
Ph: 26
Ch: 6.465.644

DIS 5-8-76
Letter to Embassy - Nov. 9, 78
Interest person: David Eric Monson

PAHR(l)
OCHIATTO, Jorge Alberto

DIS

WOLA 11-78

ML

OCHIATO DE RUIZ, Catalina
Age: 51
Nicaragua 1959, Buenos Aires
Worked at Hospital Militar

ABD 11-15-76 with husband Oscar from home

ML
OCHOA, Cándido
La Cantábrica
CE: 4419.997
Amm. 114.174.700.00

Disappeared 5-14-77

Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre

OCHOA, Enrique Ramón

Arrested on 10-23-75 in San Juan. At present in Unidad 9 La Plata.

Letter to Action Against 12-4-76
OCHOA- Andrea de
Cacamarca 465-Villa Lerga (Mother)
Prov. San Juan 5423 Capitan Lazo, Dpto. Rawson.

OCHOA, Hugo

DTS 1975

Córdoba List 12-1-78
OCHOA, Mónica Patricia
CI: 8794795

DIS

AISC (Clarín)

OCHOA, Piturno

Unidad 9 La Plata.

Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre

OCHOA, Víctor Cándido

Disappeared 5-14-77 (case del Rey - B. A.)

PAHR-Frenza 5-17-78(1)
CCOPLER, María D.
Jujuy

Detained since 19/9 in Villa Devoto

Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre

GDELL, Alejandro Roberto
Boh: 7-12-1958
Address: Guemes 4718-5° F-Capital
DU: 11.203.379
Occupation: Student in Geology, Fac. de Ciencias Exactas,
Universidad de Buenos Aires (Rufiez) - Part-time Taxi Driver.

Disappeared on August 14, 1977 between 2 and 8 pm. Activity
at time of disappearance: employed (and working) as Taxi
Driver de Capital Federal, (Peugeot 406 Diesel (Gasolero)),
License no. 0618872, Motor no. D-O-4801, Chasis No. 3104322.

Odeill, Josefina Diana Manos
Guemes 4718-5° F-Capital
Lic. E-1071 - D.O. - R.D.
Cong.Fraser - 11-23-77 - 11-29-77 -
Cong. N.U.L. 11-9-77 -
Sipt. Limpiana 11-9-77 5b. - 8t. - 8t.

OGANEO, Emilio Horacio
LE: 3-75-5263
Medical student

Disappeared 10-15-76 La Plata
OGANDO, Estela de
Lawyer
IC: 5.865.057

OGANDO, Gustavo Ruben

DIS 10-13-77

PAHR(l)

DIS 6-9-76
Ha. Ckn. Prn. D.

PAHR(l)

La Plata List - 11-21-76

OGANDO, Jorge Oscar
LE 5.222.542
OGANDO, Stella Maria Montesano de
IC 5865057
Sarmiento 139, Villa Ballester

Arrested on 10-16-76 by supposed Security Forces. Since then disappeared.

PAHR(l)
Califano, Delia Celia Giovanola de (Mother)
LC 1012247
Sarmiento 159, Villa Ballester 7/04 - 3/44
Statement to Representatives.

[Signature]
Date: 3/44
Califano, Delia Cecilia Giovanna de (Grandmother)
Sarmiento 159-Villa Ballester (Prov.Bs.As.)

OJEA, Ignacio Pedro
b#F - 1/11. 303-436
CT#: 0-752-116

Disappeared 3/77

Mother Visit - Nov. 6-78
PARK Frenna 5-17-78 (L)

OJEA, Jorge

ABD 1/77 in a school camp in Córdoba

ML
RISC (ECPAR)
OJEDA QUINTANA, Esteban M.
Age: 24
DNI: 10.506.490 or M.974.123

DIS 4-28-77 Mar del Plata

FDD
PHAR (I)

OJEDA ROVINTANA, Esteban Maria

DIS 4-5-76

North zone Bs. As. Prov.

OJEDA, Algo OSCAR
12. 1. 19-58
Age 42

Disappeared

PAHS-Frensa 5-17-78 (3)
Sig. Qui. in Pendel
OJEDA, H. Acindar

Detained 3-24-76 - Coronda

Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre

OJEDA, Hugo Fernando

DIS 7-18-76 Concepción - Yucumán

PAHR (1)

OJEDA, José Eduardo

DIS 8-19-77 Concepción - Yucumán

PAHR (1)
OJEDA, Juan Carlos

DIS Santa Fé

ML

OJEDA SIERRA, Luis Rodolfo
Rº 32
DE: 8.068.587

Disappeared 4-8-76 Rosario

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (1)

O’KELLY, Elsa Mónica
Age: 17

DIS 4-21-76 Córdoba

PAHR (L)
OLANZO, Ricardo Daniel

DIS Córdoba

FAHR(l) ML

OLARRAGA, Miguel Córdoba

Detained in Sierra Chica

Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre

OLAVE, Jorge Raúl
8/6/24
TMT: 10.506.490

File dated 3-4-76 - Quimico 6-11-76
Disappeared 4-28-77 Mar del Plata.

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-76(e)
OLAZO, Mónica
Age: 19
Medical student

DIS 6/77 La Plata

AISC

OLDANI DE REGGIARDO, A.
Age: 57
DNI: 3.094.655

DIS 2-8-77 Flor. Varela Bs. As.

PAHR (L)

OLEJAVETZKY, Adolfo Daniel

Held under article 2 inclusive, of the Institut. Act of September 1, 1977 - Law 21650

ADLeague
OLIVA, Ana Isabel

Detained 3-23-76 - Villa Devoto

Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre

OLIVA, Diana Elena
Age: 15

DIS 5-15-77

PAHR (L)

OLIVA, Juan Antonio
Delegado

Disappeared 3-16-77

Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre
OLIVA, Justo José
Disappeared 5-15-77 with wife Lucía & Daughter Dani

OLIVA, Miguel Antonio
DIS October 1978

OLIVA BERROTARAN, Gustavo E.
ARR PEN 3/78

AISC (Rio Negro newspaper)
OLIVAR, Victoria

DIS 4-28-76 Córdoba

OLIVEIRA, Rafael

DIS 7-13-76 Mendoza

AISC (Cospa-Madrid)

OLIVENCE, Daniel Horacio
Age: 28

DIS 1-2-77 San Juan

PAHR (L)
OLIVENCIA, Daniel Horacio
DI. 8.324.138


Olivencia, Vicenta T. de
CI 8.309.237
Patricias Mendocinas 2462-Mendoza

8-2-77 Letter to T. Todman.

"WCLA 11-78"

OLIVENCIA, Luis Alberto

DIS

OLIVER, Suzana

aged 21
CI: 6.080.044

Disappeared 4-23-77

FAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (1)
OLIVERA, Dario

Detained from Febrero 12-22-76
Detained since 12-1-75 in Gualeguaychú

Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre
OLIVERA, Juan Pablo
Age: 24

DIS 6-5-78 in Buenos Aires

FDD 9-16-78

OLIVERA, Raul Pedro
Age: 24

Dis: 5-6-78, Cap. Federal

FDD List - 9-16-78

OLIVERA, Roberto

ARR 3-24-76 La Plata

Mexico 79
OLIVERA SAN MARTIN, Edgardo
DOB: 9-21-38
CI: 7,328,970
Mechanic

Detained in 11-7-74, at present Rawson prison.

Cancer Anti Congress 9/78

OLIVERES, Fernando Pedro
Alt 59
L: 4,714,403

Disappeared 1-18-77

PAHR-Frensa 5-17-78 (1)

OLIVERI, Gloria Marts

Disappeared 5-6-76

PAHR-Frensa 5-17-78 (1)
OLIVERI DE DUCCA, M. Cristina

ABD 5/76 from home Bs.As.

AISC

OLIVIER, Patricia Silvia.
Age 24
BMI: 10.024.084

ABD 4-11-77 from her home with Luis E. Matsuyana

PARA-PARAG 5-14-77 (I)
KL

OLIVIERA CEZAR, Mercedes Julieta de
CI. 4-593-157
Divorced.
Address: Avenida del Libertador 1024, 7th fl. - Bs.As.

Disappeared 3:00 am. 8-20-1976.
Her name appears on p.66 of the Argentine Information
Service Center List of 11-4-77.

Chacabuco 55, 6D San Isidro, Bs.As.
OLIVIERI, Carlos

Taken by uniformed men on December 6, 1978 on his way to a friend’s wedding.

State 020955-1-26-79-Dpto.of State

OLIVIERI DE DUCCA, Maria C.
Age: 36
C/0: 2055.236

Disappeared 4/76

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-75(L)

OLIVIESI, Daniel

DIS 10/76 SAN JUAN

ML
OLIVARES, Jorge Abelardo

PEN - Unidad 9 - La Plata - Option to leave country.

Olivarez, Rosa Videla de
Escheverria 1605
RIO CUARO (Tel. 24381 Amistad)

OLIVAO, Juan Antonio
By 24

Disappeared 3/4/74
Commits

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (1)
RISE (Corpo - Air)

OLLEROS, Inés
DN: 11.504.794
Pfc 3
Hunted: Fd for Corn

Disappeared 7-19-77

Causal Auth. Chap. 9/78
PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (1)
Comm. Party
OLIO, Alberto
Soldier

DIA 6-26-76

OLLOS, Miguel Angel

Disappeared 8-3-77 Ezeiza - Bs. A.

FMR - Frenca 5-17-78 (l)

OLMEDO, Gustavo Gabriel (c)
O. 11.038.328
OLMEDO, José Horacio
O. 10.640.619 LE: 10.633.613
OLMEDO, Gabriela Gladys Pujol de

Gustavo Gabriel Olmedo disappeared in Córdoba City on 3-26-76.
José Horacio and his wife Gabriela Gladys Pujol de Olmedo

Olmedo, Tomás M.  (Father)
Los Sarmentos-Chilecito-La Rioja
Tel. 517

8-10-77, Letter to Embassy B.A.
Leandro D. de Melo

PAMK (l)
OLMEDO, Miguel Angel

DIS 5-12-77 Morón

PAHR (L)

OLMEDO, Silvio Martín
Pós 24

Disappeared 10/76

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78

OLMEDO DE SPATOLA, Alicia
16-0414-92
19-04

Disappeared 12-7-77

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78(1)
OLMEDO, José Horacio
LE: 10.633.613
Medicine student

ABD 3-24-76

Cancer Anti Congress 9/78

OLMOS; Jorge E.

DIS 4-13-76 Córdoba

FAHR (L)

OMIROPO, Estela

DIS 5-14-77

North zone Bs.As.Prov.
O’NEILL VELAZQUEZ, Haber Edmundo (Uruguayan)

Disappeared in December 1977 in Buenos Aires
Reported to have been detained clandestinely prior near Ezeiza - O.N.H.R.

Registered:
UNHCR-Refugee
3-9-78

O’NEILL, Eduardo Miguel
LE-7-788-805 13-1-76
Laprida 1204 - 7th 30° Capital
Tel. 83-84-12

Arrested on 9-9-77 by a group of armed men (1er. Cuerpo de Ejército). He is a doctor, was member of Federación de Residentes, while he studied. Wife’s sister, resident in the U.S., has asked Mr. Noya for help.

Mrs. O’Neill (wife)
Laprida 1204 - 7th 30° Capital
Tel. 83-84-12

ONGARO, Horacio Angel

DIS 9-16-76

AISC (Coops-Nox)
ONIFICI, Eva Raquel

DIS

AISC(Cospa-Mx)

Ron
ONICS/Cristina
Q 4.57
L 4.133.646

ABD 6-4-76 from home in Florida, Bs.Aires

ML

FIFA Labor.

Disappeared 10-20-76

Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre
ONOFRÍ, Hugo Luis

DIS 10-20-76

PAHR

ONOFRÍ, Luis
Ex-Delegate from Ika-Renault

DIS 11/76 in Córdoba

ML

ONS, Adelaida Beatriz

DIS

AISC (Cospa-Madrid)
ONTIVERO, Pedro Jorge
Age: 31
I.R.: 7.992.637

DIS 9-29-76 V. Libertador-Córdoba

FAHR (L)

ONTIVEROS, Gabriel
Obrero, Renault

Disappeared

Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre

ONTIVEROS DE MOSCARINI, Elsa
CI: 5.843.671 or 9.848.671

DIS

AISC
OPEN, Daniel

DAS

AISC (Cospa-Mx)

OPPENHEIMER, Alicia Nora
6-46.74
Age 28

Departed 7/31/76 from work, 2471 Pampa, Capital Federal.

O' Higgins 3341-HF

CRANE, Eduardo Gabriel

Arrestado en frente Iglesia de Santa Cruz, Diciembre 8, 1977.
OREJERA, Francisco Domingo

DIS

ML
ORELLANA, Haydée Mercedes
CI: 6.837.603

Arrested on 9-20-76 in Lomas de Zamora.
Disappeared since then.

Orellana, Juan D.
Ericson 14- Temperley

ORELLANA, Miguel
Age: 35

ABD 5-11-78 from Us pallata 2556, Bs.As.

AISC

ORELLANO, José María
RN: 04
LE: M.41.025

DIS 4-14-78

PAHR(Ñ)
ORIETA, Miguel Angel
Age: 26
UB: 9.104.427

Disappeared 2-5-77 E. Tarola

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (I)

ORIPICI DE MARCIANO, Eva R

Detained 4-1-76 - U.2.V. Devoto

LEG. ARG. DER. HOMBRE

ORIFKI, Eva

ARR 5-30-76 Bs. As. - PEN V. Devoto

AISC (CADHU)
ORLÁNDO, Irene
Larrea 785 - 17th D - Buenos Aires

Disappeared together with her son's fiancée Beatriz
Irene Rosa Fages on 9-4-1977.

Caso Cod. Enq. 9/78
FAR
Fraser-State 087870 (4-10-78)

ORLÁNDO, Ricardo Daniel

DIS Córdoba

FAR (i)
ML

ORMAECHÉ, Negro
Age: 38

ABD 6/77 Recognized by the Army 2 months later in a
Hospital in Sta.Fé. Died because of torture on 12-
23-77.

AISC
ORO,
Lawyer

DIS 11/76 in Buenos Aires

ML

ORO, Alberto Marcelo
Karvin
Nº 29
ID: 4.626.632

Disappeared 10-30-76 Romeo Mejía

Carrer Art. Lira 978
PAMAR-Peru 7-27-78(1)

ORONO,

VIS

ML
CROZCO, Daniel Fco.
Student
Age: 22
BU: 10.978.138
Get reply 1-30-76: Nega. reply
Disappeared 3-26-76

RU
PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (1)
WOLA

ORRIETA, Carlos Raúl
O: 8.333 491
W: 2/7

Disappeared 6-4-77

Fig. Aug. Ber. homosexual
PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (1)

Orsci, Mrs.
Sociologist

Reported to have been seen in Mech School.
Maggio letter: 4-10-78

Info Harris' 12-14-78
ORTEGA (Fossatti's wife)

DIS

La Plata List

ORTEGA, Ines

DIS La Plata Bs.As.

PAHR (L)

ORTEGA, José M.
Salta

Disappeared

Lit. Arg. Der. Hombre
ORTEGA, Maria Ines
Age: 18

DIS 2/76 (8 mo. pregnant)

AISC (Cospa-Mx)

ORTEGA, Monica Elsa

Dis: 2-25-78 La Plata - R. L.

La Plata List - 10/78
PAHR (L)

ORTEGA, Vicente

DIS

PAHR (L)
ORTELLADO, Delia A. Vda. de

DIS

AISC (Clarín)

ORTENBERG, José Eduardo

Disappeared between May and June 1976

ORTIS, María del Carmen

ABD 12-2-74 Bahía Blanca - PENN V. DeVoto

AISC (CADHU)
ORTIZ, Alfonso Paulino

DIS 4-18-78 Dr. Albertine (Sr. An)

PAHR (d)

ORTIZ, Anselmo

DIS 11/76

PAHR (d)

ORTIZ, Carlos
Journalist

Detained

Le MONDE 6-10-78
ORTIZ, Graciela

Detained in La Plata

Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre

ORTIZ, Gustavo (Bolivian)

Father of six children. Arrested in La Paz and exiled to Salta.

Bolivian Permanent Assembly for H.R. - 4-27-78

ORTIZ, Juan Telmo

DIS 12-14-77 -Mar del Plata.-

PAHR.
ORTIZ, Liliana Elizabeth

Integral of "Ejercito Revolucionario del Pueblo"-ERP

Crónica clipping 6#-78

ORTIZ, Manuel

ARR 1-28-76 Catamarca

Mexico 79

ORTIZ, Miguel Luis
DOB: 3-31-1953

(French)

Arrested on 11-23-74. Sentenced to 15 years in prison. Detained in Magdalena prison.
ORTIZ, Nelly


Liga Arg. Der. Hombre 4-19-76
Arbulian Custody

ORTIZ, Pedro Alberto
Pab. Arg. Engranajes-Wilde

Disappeared 7-6-77

Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre

ORTIZ, Ramon Antonio
Age 18

DIS 3-19-76 *Rodríguez

PAHR (l)
ORTIZ, Rodolfo

DIS 3-23-76

PAHR (L)

ORTIZ, Segundo
Prof. sec.
ORTIZ, Vilma Ethel

DÍA Córdoba

PAHR (L)

ORTIZ DE AUERVACH, Ana

DÍA

PAHR (L)

ORTIZ DE BOROBIA, María del Carmen

Integran de "EJERCITO REVOLUCIONARIO DEL PUEBLO" - ERP

Crónica clipping 6-14-78
ORUE, Griselda Elisabeth
(Pargas.)
Age 24
ch: 4.315.026

DIS 1-25-78

PAHR(l)
FDD

ORZABAL, Mario Esteban

Age: 12.265.961

FDD List - 9-16-78

OSATTINSKY, Fernando

Detained since 4-1-76 in Cordoba

ADLeague
OSATINSKY, Ricardo

DIS 4-13-76 Córdoba

AISC (Cospa-Mx)

Osatinsky, Widow of Marcos Osatinsky (Montonero)

Reported to have been seen in Mech. School. Maggio
Letter 4-10-78

Harris info. 12-14-78

OSELLA, Graciela (nee Draguicevich)

Under PEN Decree 1519/75 Unidad 2 Villa Devoto
OSHIRO, Jorge Eduardo
CI: 8-353-318

Disappeared 11-10-76

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78

OSHIRIO, Oscar
Labor lawyer
CI: 8-321-545

Taken from his office Av. Mitre 351 (Avellaneda) on
4-21-77. During the night they returned and set fire.

Lorca: Quil, Lmp. 9/78
Liga Arg. Der. Hombre L-19-78
PAHR(1)
F33

OSLE, Horberto Oscar
Pht 23

Disappeared 2-13-77

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78

OSMAK, Juan Sr.

ABD 6/76 at home by police who were looking for son.

ML

OSOLA, Susana

DIS 7/76 from Junin Bs. Aires with husband.

AISC (Cospa-Mx)

OSORES, Carlos Raúl

Age: 26

Doc.: 7.884.972

DIS 9-17-76

TUCUMAN

MARK (I)
OSORIO, Pablo Horacio

DIS 11-22-77

FAHR (L)

OSORUMI, Osvaldo Anibal

Disappeared 9-20-77

FAHR-Prensa 5-17-78

UBBA, Susana Elena DSPSA de
LC: 4.045.814 / DI: 11.045.134
Alem 1614 - 2°202 - San Miguel (Bs.As.)

DIS 5-22-76 Buenos Aires, Arrested at public street.

Maria Ferrarese de Uba (Mother-in-law)
Mistro 1797-E°A°-SAN MIGUEL 667-1195 (Neighbour)
Personal call 8-10-78 Embassy
Informed by Mrs. 11-12-78
ML
OSTEREAG, Silvia Graciela

Under PEN-Unidad 2 Villa Devoto

ADLeague

OSTRELJ, Claudio Alejandro
64: R. 603 549
Head of Tel. Unit. Comm.

Disappeared 7-15-77

FAHR (L)
Law. Assoc. C persuaded 9-72
Lig. Arg. Per. Hombre
Comm. Party

OSTROWIECKI, David Manuel
Ct: 119921573
Colon 1614-1"A"-Mar del Plata

60/1-1-8-2 R. Neg reply.

Arrested on 10-28-76. Disappeared since then.

Ostrowiecki, Pablo
Cl: 2257122
Ostrowiecki, Felisa
IC 0403323

Statement to Representatives.
OSTUNI, Osvaldo Anibal
Age: 33
CI: 5.271.820

DIS 9-29-77

PAHR (L)

Disappeared 5-10-77 J. de Zamora

I was here 5-11-77
L
PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (L)

OSUNA ESPINO
Lidia

DIS 5-20-78 - Ramis Corte-

PAHR (L)
OTAHAL, Ernesto Carlo
Disappeared 8-30-77 Raleigh
ML
Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre

OTANO, Guillermo E.
DIS 10-5-76 La Plata - BA

FHHR(L)
La Plata List - 11-21-78

OTEGUI, Lucio Oscar
DIS Córdoba

FHHR(L)
ML
OTERO, Delfor
Journalist

Detained

Le Monde 6-10-78

OTERO, Eduardo
Age 50
JWI: 13.7.77

Disappeared 8-19-77

Llamas

Llamas

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78(1)

OTERO, Javier Antonio
Age 23
JWI: 11.5.77

Disappeared 6-25-76

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78(1)
OTERO, de Pera Martínez Fernández María Margarita

Criminal appeals court held PEN detention invalid.
10/14/78

Disappeared 5-18-77 in the Santa Fe province.

L:
PAHR-Frensa 5-17-78

QUALLE, María del Carmen

Detained on 5-7-75 in Santa Fe.

Cancer Anti Congress 9/78
OUTES, Pablo
Journalist

Killed

Le Monde 6-10-78

QUANDO, Ricardo

Retained in miserable jail in La Plata prison. No data.

Loro, Ant. Drgr. 8-23
Liga Arg. Der. Hombre 4-19-78

OVEJERO, David José Evrasto
CI 5.275.041

Kidnapped on 5-13-77 at his parent's home. Since then disappeared.

Ovejero, Corea Miriam Peixoto de
IC 0296129

(Mother)

Statement to Representatives.

(Translation of a handwritten note)
OVJERO, Hector Rafael
DNI 11.030.418

OVJERO, Liliana Graciela Castillo Barrios de
DNI 7.528.335-DNI 11.686.518.

Arrested on 5-5-77. Since then disappeared.

Castilla Barrios, Eva H. Marquez de (Mother)
Rivadavia 2880-2°Piso-"B"-Cap. Fed. 84-8347

Testimony to Representatives.

LETTER ANSWERED NOV. 9-78

OVELJERO, Baby

Castillo Barrios, Eva H. Marquez de (Grandmother)
Rivadavia 2880 - 2°Piso E - Capital

OVELJERO, Julio
Com. Rivadavia

Detained 7-12-77 - Rawson U-6

Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre
OVEJERO, Maria C.
LC: 5.617.820

ABD 10-18-76

AISC

OVIDO, Fabian

DIS 9-7-76

PAHR

OVIDO, Mario Domingo

ABD 6-24-76 Córdoba

PAHR
ML
OVIEDO, Patricia Cristina

Arrested in front of the Saint Cross Church on 12-8-77 presumably by the Argentine Security Forces.

Mother: Juana de Oiedo LC 0351.47A
Rivadavia 3201
Buenos Aires

OVIEDO, Pedro Bernardo

On 6-26-76 at his work (Cerrito 272-Capital) he was arrested by a group of men. Since then disappeared.

Father: Jacinto Carlos
Rivadavia 3201- 11"E"-Capital

OVIS, Maria Cristina

DIS
OVIS, María Elena

DIS

OXLEY, German Teodoro

PEN- Unidad 9 La Plata

Oxley, Julieta Moytino de
QUITO 11460 - DEPTO. 4 - CAPITAL
011-1990
2-7-78

OXLEY, Raul Enrique
Hij 28
JMI: 8-384.519

DIS 10-23-74

PAHR (4)
OYARZABAL, José Antonio

DIS 10-12-76 Rosario, Santa Fé

PAHR (L)

OYARZUN MANZO, Oscar Orlando (Chilean)

DIS 1-26-79 - Found dead on 1-31-79

Unclas BBC DW - March 13, 1979

OYOS, Miguel Angel
Age: 22

DIS 8-3-77 Ezeiza

FDD
Disappeared

OZELDIN, Jorge Carlos

LE: 4.313.967
Born: July 1, 1940
Yerbal 1661 - Capital


Pau C. Fr.186. 7/25. 76
Or. 54. 54. 54.
Lozadur People-Personal call.

Paz Reg. 65-78.
PACCIARONI, Victor Hugo

DIS 6-3-76

Córdoba List 12-1-78

PACHANO DE NARIO, Liliana C.
Age: 21
Doc: 1311445

Disappeared 5-10-76 Ñac del Pino, Buen Suceso

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78

PACHE, Humberto Enrique
Age 38

Disappeared 6-15-76 Córdoba

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78
PACHECO, Hugo Hernan
61: 414.726
H3 25

DIS card A

WOLA 11-78

PACHECO, Liliana

DIS 4-22-76

FRENK (I)

ML

PACHECO, Miguel Julio
LE: 45.44.44

Disappeared 4-7-77 Mundya

FAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (I)
Mundya Family booklet 1978
"WOLA-11-78"
PACHECO, Stella Maris E. de

DIS Mendoza

AISC (SCAP)

PACIANI, Victor Hugo

DIS 6-3-76

AISC (A.D.P.H.)

PACIANONE, Victor Hugo
Age: 25
ID #: 10.445.332

DIS 6-3-76 Córdoba

FDD
PACO, Alberto

DIS

AISC (Clarin)

PADILLA, José Fernando

DIS

PADIN, Clemente

Arrested on 6-23-77 and indicted on Oct. 20 for attacking the morale and reputation of the Army. He is currently detained in a civilian detention center, either Libertad or Punta Carretas Prison.

Cong. Cleveland 8-31-78
PADDIN, Vicente
RN: 20
CI: 93943269

DIS 4-8-77 Villa Pellicer

PAHR (L)

PADOUELY, Jorge E.

Disappeared

PAHR (L)
ADLeague

PADRIGANI, Carlos

DIS 12/76

PAHR (L)
FDD
PAEZ, José Francisco
(Leader of SITRACBITRAM, one of the most important unions of Cuba).

In prison. Although on 8-6-76 he was declared innocent by the Judge Zamboni, he is still detained at the Unidad No. 2 Sierra Chica-Olavarria.

US Emb. visit granted 11/78
9-7-77. Letter to AFL/CIO.

ex-Partido Socialista de Trabajadores.

PAEZ, José Hector

Carcel de Sierra Chica - PEN

ex-Partido Socialista
Nombre y D.F.: Fernando Sierra de Allend. 15-20-78
PAEZ, Juan

Detained in Sierra Chica.

Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre

PAEZ, Nestor

ABD 5-13-76 Córdoba

AISC (Cospa-Mx)

PAGELLA TOLDO, Fraciela Gríbo

ARR PEN

AISC (La Opinión)
PAGUES, Beatriz Irene Rosa  
Age: 26  
Pianist of Mario Tempone  
C/6449.551  

Disappeared on 9-4-77 in Villa Adelina (Prov.Bs.As.)

PAHR(I)  
Cons. Fraser  
Amnest. Int'l

PAGNIINI, Alberto  
Centenera

Detained 3-25-76

Lig Arg. Der. Hombre

PAIRO, Ricardo  

ABD 6-6-75

AISC (Cospa-Mx)
PAIS, Olga

Her sister Alicia Pais de Juárez detained in Villa Devoto Unidad 2, died because of no medical attention.

PAIS, Olga
Harris data 8-27-78

PAJES LARATA, Rosa
Age: 26

DIS Buenos Aires

MR.

PAISNAN, Enrique Daniel

Under Pen. Released.

ADLeague
Disappeared on 4-5-78 together with husband Roberto Toranzo.
Disappearance 4/5
Comm. Party
Palacin, Carlos Luis y Sra. C2-2-3-3-8711 (Parent)
Jujuy 2/8-Capital
Letter to Rosalyn Carter - 3-13-78.

PALACIO, Dante Luis
Lawyer


Cancel anti Congress 9/78/

PALACIO, Hector Francisco

Disappeared 6-6-76 - Flesha.

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (f)
PALACIOS, Humberto Roque

Report of: Oct. 78-La Nacion

PALACIO, Gaiia Eugenia

DIS Mendoza

PAHR (L)

PALACIOS, Jorge Agustín
Age: 21

DIS 2/76

FDD
PALACIOS, Jorge Alberto
C.I. 5.629.668

Arrested on 8-19-76, was labor deputy. At present in the Villa Devoto Penitentiary.

Palacios, Ramona Doralisa Gonzalez de (Wife)
Calle General E. Garzón 5611 - Capital (1440)
L.C. 4,994.294

Letter to Derian.
Statement to Senators.
Statement to Embassy.

PALACIOS, José
Ex-Presidente JOC and metalurgic leader

Disappeared in February in Buenos Aires.

Belgium Embassy Interest - Arsene Van der Driessche - 1-25-78

PALACIOS VIDEBA, Ignacio (journalist)

Abducted from his home on 5/3/77; whereabouts unknown

Listed 10-28-77 PEN REPORT
PALADA, Ernesto

DIS 7-20-76 La Pampa

PALANCO DE GOLDRING, Alicia E
Maestra - Buenos Aires
Lc: 4361 940
Numb. Comm. Postal
Fje 5-7

Disappeared 3-22-76 with husband from Buenos Aires
Hdls: C de Córdoba, C x 3-23, 3-29, 2-97
ARANZA FAZ

PALAVECINO, Domingo Valentin
Age: 22
Doc. 12.414.060

DIS 3-11-77 Tucumán

Tucumán
Fj 4-2-77
PAIAVECINO, Ferdinando
LE. 7,894.879

11-3-77
Disappeared. Lozadur.

PAIAVICINO, Francisco
1,894.874

Disappeared 11-3-77

FAHR-Prensa 5-17-78(l)

PALAZZO, Ricardo Luis

Disappeared 2-21-77

FAHR-Prensa 5-17-78(l)
PALLAX, Fernando

Disappeared

PRHR(l)
ML
ADLeague

PALLARES, Mario

DIS

PRHR(l)
ML

PALLARES D'ELIA, César Julio

Dec.-77. Captured Uruguayan DIS:

"AI - 10/78"

Made new card.
PALMA, Daniel Rolando Alberto

ARR 3/78 PEN

AISC (Rio Negro newspaper)

PALMA, Rosa I Catalina

DIS

PALMA, Catalina

PALMGMARTEN, Deane Luisa
Age: 28 (born 7-17-48)

Detained Villa Devoto

ADLeague
PALUMBO, Rodolfo

Liga Arg. Der. Hombre 4-19-73

PALUDI, Osvaldo Cayetano
L.E. 4.361.B13
Arco 243 - Capital

Arrested by men from the Policía Federal on 4-13-1976.
Since then disappeared.

For. Off. Inq.: 4-18-77 GGA reply: 6-8-77 No record

PALUDI, Josefa Donato Vda. de
Bustamante 2176, S""d"" - Capital

Letter to Doria
8-12-77 Letter to T. Todman
8-15-77 Letter to T. Todman.

PAHR (1)

PALUMBO, Heriberto Roney
R: 48
L.E: 4.002.760

DIS 3-24-78

PAHR (1)
PANA, Francisca

Disappeared 6-30-77

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78

PANA, Francisco Víctor
Ferroportuario
Hq 35
SE: No. 263,537

Disappeared 6-30-77

PAHR (t)
Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre

PANDO, Demetrio Eleuterio
Ferroportuario

Detained since December 1975 in Sierra Chica

Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre
PANDO, Donato

Detained on 7-28-75 - Sierra Chica

Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre

PANDOLFINO, Antonio

Disappeared

Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre

PANDOLFINO, Salvador

ABD 3-24-76 Tigre-Bs.As.

AISC (Cospa-Mx)
PANERO, Marta Alicia
DPOB: May 12, 1957, Philadelphia, Penna.

PEN 3468 - 12-29-76. Presently at present in Villa Devoto. Arrested 9-2-76, Cordoba.
After eleven months of detention, the PEN has not resolved the case, despite many consular letters and two Embassy
notes urging GGA action. (F9H)

Raised w/FWCH by Sherman Harris on 9/28/77.

FILE Consolidation 3-15-78

PANERO, Maria Susana
DPOB: October 24, 1955, Reading, Penna.

PEN 2426 - 10-8-76. At present in Villa Devoto U2. Arrested 8-26-76, Cordoba.
After almost one year of detention there has been no
movement to resolve case, despite many consular letters
and two Embassy notes urging GGA action. (F9H)

Raised w/ FWCH by Sherman Harris on 9/28/77.
PANIGUA, Noemí
Student
Age: 23
Chemical student at La Plata Univ.

DIS 9-26-78

Bs. As. Herald clipping 10-1-78

PANIZA, Juan

Worker in Cattaneo, (Boloune). During labor strife he was arrested at his work place, on 10-27-77.

Lozadur people. Personal call.

PANIZA, Gustavo José

ARR.

Mexico 79
PANIZZA, Juan Carlos
Age: 29
DNI: 7.670.756

DIS 10-27-77 Boulogne Bs.As.

PAHR (L)

PANKOHN, Enrique
C.I.: 1.044.714
PAHR (L)

Disappeared 10-1-76 with wife Elena Christina Fierande, 24

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-76 (L)
ML

PANTALEO ABALOS, Mario P.
Merchant Marine Captain and member of the UCR

DIS 7-26-76

ML
PANTIN, Manuel Paul
Especialista en Derecho Laboral

At present in Rawson (Chubut)

Conv. Oct. Cong. 9/28
Liga Arg. Der.Hombre 4-19-78

PAOLA PEREZ Ines de

DIS

PAHR (L)

MOLETTI, Mario (editor)

Arrested 4/3/76; imprisoned in La Rioja (political-due process)

Killed 6-16-78

Listed 10-28-77 PEN REPORT
PAOLINO, Gustavo Edgardo
Disappeared 7-23-76

PAPADOULOS, Jorge
LE: 8.392.922
Dob: 7-23-1950
Disappeared 7-1-77
Was arrested from workplace together with Mario Valiño, who was killed in Santa Fé a month after being arrested. It seems it has a kidnapping affair in this case. (Zanella kid was kidnapped by Valiño and others.) Family stated that their son had nothing to do with this affair.

PAPAGOYO, Rogelio
ARR. 3-24-76 Buenos Aires
Mexico 79
PAPANI DE KEKUY, Silvia G.

DIS 3-26-76 Córdoba

PAPANO ALVAREZ, Alfredo

DIS

PAHR (L)

PAPATERA MENDI, María Leonor

AED 2/77 in Ramos Mejía, Prov.Bs.As.
PAPEC, Susana Luján
Cr 444 141

Disappeared 12-6-76

Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre
hl

PAPIN, Luján Susana
Cl 6 516 053

Disappeared 12-9-76

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78(?)

PAFFETTI, Jorge Emilio
Pjc 24.
14 09 41 327

Disappeared 3-22-77 Villaguay

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78(?)
PAPPETTI, Victor Hugo

DIS 4-20-76

AISC (A.P.D.H.)

PARADA, Ernesto Mario

Disappeared 6-22-76

PÁHR-Frensa 5-17-78 (1)

PARADA, Ernesto Victor

DIS

AISC (A.P.D.H.)
Deported. For Off. Inq.: 11-10-76 GGA reply: 11-12-76
Sierra Chica
expulsion prob.

Pardo, Alicia Ceciña
Gregorio de la Ferrere 2807-1st-Capital
(1.1.76)
Was arrested on 6-2-76 after the disappearance of her
husband. Since then disappeared.

Pardo, Alberto Pardo
IE 1.806,921
Yatay 361-Dto, 2-Capital
Testimony to Representatives.
PARDO, Jorge Luis
CI: 6.251.825
Las Flores 550 - Wilde - (Bs.As.)

*Disappeared. 3-17%

CARR(T)
Sindicato de Luz y Fuerza
N.1

PARDO, Héctor René
Age: 59
LE: 5.496.450

DIS 5-26-76 Trunán

FDD

PARDO, Marcelo Pablo
Age 34

*Disappeared 11-9-76

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (L)
PAREIRA, Patricia Elida
CI: 6.655.028
Laprida 1835-Florida Bs.As.

ABD 1-21-77

ML

PAREJA GALETTATI, José A
Instal. 216, Olavarría
3.2.77

Disappeared 5-12-77 Olavarría. Pn. A.

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (1)

PAREnte, Hugo Alberto
CI: 5.410.400

Disappeared 7-3-76 Rosario

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (1)
PARGAMENT, Alberto José
CI 3.761.105-LE 4530728
Santa Fe 2038- 11°C'-Capital
by S;

Met Amb. Castro-12-7-77

Arrested on 11-10-76. Since then disappeared.

PARR(1)

Pargament, Juana M. de
(Mother)
CI 1.677.504
J.E. Uriburu 228 - Capital -Tel.48-0530
FDH Personal visit to Derian.
HL Testimony to T. Todman.
HL Testimony to Representatives.

PARGAMENT, Roberto
Psychiatrist

Detained 9/76 (barbarously tortured and beaten (wife, who was 7 months pregnant, heard this from another room).

ADLeague
Casqui de Mayo 9/76

PARGAS DE CAMPS, Rosa M.

DIS

PARR(1)
PARIS, Eduardo

DIS 6-11-76 Neuquen

PAHR (L)

PARIS, Eugenio Ernesto

DIS

PAHR (L)

PARISI, Enrique

ARR. 76 Resistencia

Mexico 79
PARISINI, Miguel

DIS

PARKE (L)

ML

PARKEVSKY, Ruben
Tesorero Sindical-Córdoba

Detained 4-16-76 - Sierra Chica

Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre
Otra fuente

PARODI, Eduardo (Dr.)

DIS in September 1977

Cancer Anti Congress 2/78
PARRODI OCAMPO, Roberto

Paraguayan

Right of Option Certificate for France.

France

PARRODI DD OROSOCO, Silvana Mónica
Age: 20
Student
DU 11.976.419

601 reply 1-20-74 - Neg reply.

Disappeared 3-26-76 Not found

Parole Anti-Conq 9-76
II
PAHR Premco 5-17-78
WOIA

PAROLA, Graziella
Age: 25

DIS

ML
PARRA, Jorge Rodolfo  
(Mexican)  

Was arrested on 4-9-76 in our small shop (Warren 3602) by three armed men, who said to be of the police. Since then disappeared.

PARRA, Juliana Gonzalez de  
(Mother)  

Manuel Maza 3200-Valentin Alsina (Partido Liberal)  

8-19-77. Letter to Senators.

PARRA, Jose Maria

ADU 2-16-76

PARRA, Manuel

Member of Christian Revolutionary Party

Add 4/76
PARRA GONZALEZ, JorgeRodolfo (Paraguayan)

DIS 4-9-76 (Warres 3603, Lanus Oeste Buenos Aires)

PARRAL, Alberto

DIS 1976 after the coup

PARREIRA, Patricia Elida
LC. 6.689.810 - CI. 6.655.028

On 1.21.1977 she was arrested by a group of armed men. Since then disappeared.

PARREIRA, Maria E. Fernandez de (Mother)
LC. 4.334.180

Testimony to Representatives.
PARRELLO, María Angela

ARR. CORDOBA Pen:

AISC (Rio Negro newspaper)

PARRUCA, José Carlos
Age: 27
DNI: 83000601

DIS 8-15-76 Córdoba

PAHR (L)

PARTIDA, Aldo
Doc. 13.677-411
Age: 22

Disappeared middle 1977 in Santa Fé

Letter to Amb. 5-22-78
PARULSKY, Ricardo
Water and Energy union leader

ADLeague

PASAGLINI, Ruben Edgardo
CI, 7.700.520 or 7.700.920

DIS

AISC (Clarin)

PASATIR, Flora Cecilia

Disappeared 4-5-76 City Bell

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78(4)
PASCUAL, Enrique
LE: 6.766.354
Calle 8, No. 153-Cerro de las Rosas - Córdoba
Gm. indisp. 3-14-71
Perm. 310 de 7-77
Origin from: description: inside the prison

Apoderado Legal de la Coop. de Trabajo ORDECOM.
(Santa Rosa de Calamuchita - Córdoba).
Detained on 9-25-77. Incommunicado in Cárcel de
Encausados de la Prov. Córdoba, Pabellón 11.
No - ra Ceman 1-24-78

[Signature]
Pascual, Matilde Barrionuevo de
Tel.: 81016 Córdoba
(Wife)

Ralph Suter (Auncit.) 1-24-78
(Brother)

PASCUELT, Carlos Enrique
C1. 14. 75
Ra 1-20

Disappeared 5-10-76

FAHR-Frensa 5-17-78(1)
PASERO, Carlos Roberto  
Age: 33  
LE: 5.216.033

DIS 6-10-77 La Plata

PAHR(l)  
PDD

PASIBONE, Victor Hugo

Disappeared 6-3-76

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78

PASIK, Gustavo José  
(PASSIK)  
CI. 7.851.290-DNI. 13.368.215  
5.216.033

Disappeared 5-22-76 from his home Juan B. Justo 6732-PB-Capital.

Not registered. For. Off. Inq.: 1-19-77 GQA reply: 3-1-77

Stirbo father?

(PABR(l)  
3.200  
Flag of League
PASQUA, Utilio Julio

DIS 10-24-72

ALSC (A.P.D.H.)

PASQUARROSA, Jose Jacinto
Obrero M. Río de la Plata
Cl. 494-93
Nº 25

Disappeared 7-15-76

PASQUARROSA, Juan Carlos
Obrero M. Río de la Plata
Cl. 494-93
Nº 21

Disappeared 7-13-76

FDO
IL
Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre
FAMÍLIA (1)
PASQUINELLI, Alfredo Martin
DNI: 11.340.815
Age: 24
Law student

ABD 3-10-77 from his grandmother's home (Mrs. Pilar widow of Tte. Coronel Joaquin Gott)

Pasquinelli, Eduardo Augusto
(Father)

Letter to OEA 1-30-79.

PASQUINELLI, Eduardo

Physicist, Department of Physics, Universidad de Rosario.

Cornell Union Group, NAS, AAAS

Rosario List
FR HA (1)
PASQUINI, Dr. Liliana (nee Miraji)

Disappeared 6-10-76 (Married to Dr. Edward Pasquini)

ADLeague

PASSANI, Dardo Emilio

DIS

PARR(L)
ML

PASSI, Roberto
Lawyer

DIS

AISC (Cospa-Mx)
PASTARINI, Aida Alicia
Ap. 26
Ct: 144.234

DIS 6-18-76 Córdoba

PAHR(4)

PASTASINI, Beatriz Olga
LC: 10.189.110

DIS 12-3-76 Rosario

ML
PASTORI, Juan Carlos
Age: 23
Doc.: 11.909.139

DIS 9-25-76
Tucumán

PASTORINI, Alejandro
(Dr.)


Cancer Anti Congress 9/78

Disappeared 6-15-77

Pastora/Zita Victoria
M/4 124-77
6183
Avenida 105, Córdoba.

Disappeared 6-15-77

F/A
Pastora-Prensa 5-17-78 (L)
PASTORIZA, Mirta
Doc. Prim. UEPC-Córdoba

Detained since 75 - U.2-V. Devoto

Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre

de Riniz
PATASSINI/Seiga Beatriz

ABD 12-13-76

Risc
ML

PADAT, Victor Hugo
Rj 23
Div 10.905.096

Disappeared 1-20-76 Córdoba

ML
FAHR-Prensa 5-17-78
PATINO, Hector Mario
Age: 31

DIS Tucumán

ML

PATINO, Omar Nelson

DIS 12-28-77

PAHR

PATINO, Toribio
Age 37

DIS 6-26-78 - PAHR L. CASAUSON
DIS 6-26-79
F-66 List 9-16-78

PAHR (L)
Detained in Jujuy since 1973. He was released in December 1976 but has since disappeared. His wife, Mrs. Petrigani, was arrested when she made inquiries about her husband's whereabouts.

Patroni, Aldo Enrique
DNI: 16.041.308

Dis 10/76 Mendoza
PATTACINI DE RIMADA, Olga Beatriz

Disappeared 12-3-76 Rosario

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (1)

PAULIN, Osvaldo Héctor
1°: 12-3-76
Pto 24

Disappeared 7-12-76 with m/f cannot.

FL
PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (1)

PAULIALEP, Ernesto V.

DIS

ML
PAULLIER DE NOGUEIRA, R. L.

DIS 7-13-76

PAHR (L)

PAULON, Victorio
Vil-Ber

Detained 5-1-75

Lig. Arg. Ber. Hombre

PAULONI

DIS

ML
PAVIOLI, Osvaldo

resumed charge

Under PEN, present

Under trial by Indictor, in 1976

30 death in 1976 for Italy

Dpt. of Treasury - on behalf of

3-15-79

FAHR(l)

PAVIOOTTI, Raquel

ABD 7/76 in Rosario

ML

PAVLOWSKY, Jorge

Disappeared

M.L.
ADMeague
PAYASLIAN, Carlos

DIS

PALR (l)
ML

PAYOV, Selva

DIS

ML

PAZ, Albertina

DIS 3/76

PALR (l)
ML
PAZ, Alberto

DIS

PAHR(l)
ML

PAZ, Antonio Domingo
DNI 7,884,804
Los Teros (Tucuman)
Age: 27

On 10-9-76 was kidnapped by a group of armed men. Since then disappeared.

Matr: Visited Emb. Nov. 20-76
PAZ, Blanca M. de
DNI 16200568
SAN MIGUEL DE TUCUMAN
Via Raul 1161
Tel: 27505

FAM(l)
Testimony. To T.Todman.
Testimony to Representatives.
Personal call to Mr. Harris. 11-22-78

PAZ, Juan Horacio
Age: 20
NI: 8,415,951

ABD 4-14-77

AISC
PAZ, Raúl Santiago

Age: 20
Doc. 11.811.594

Tucumán
FAM (1)

PAZ GARRIDO, Hector J.

PAZOS, Alfredo Bernabé
C1: 2321 34
He declared T1-Escalada (no A)

Disappeared 7-29-76

FAM-Presea 5-17-78 (1)
PECHEIRE Luis Hugo
Rte 21
Cl: 4.413.364

Disappeared 3-23-77

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78(1)

PECOSZ, S.

Luis Córdoba

PAHR(1)

M.

PESCIMONTE DE MILNE, Inés Ma.
Rte 36
Cl: 37.95.352

Disappeared 10-8-76

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78(1)
PEDEMONT DE HUIZ VARGAS, Josefina T
Hn 47
UC: 5.435.437

Disappeared 8-10-76

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78

PEDERNERA, Dolinda I. A. de
LE: 3.790.434
Moron, Bs.As.

ABD 9-17-76

F.D.
ML

PEDERNERA, Néstor Aller
C1: 17-73-46
Hn 3/6

Disappeared 9-17-76 with my daughter.

ML
PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78
F30
PEDEMNERA DE REARTE, Noemi

ARR PEN

AISC

PEDPAZA, Horacio Vital
Age: 29
LE: 5.250.217
A.Brown 686, Buenos Aires

ABD 2-6-77

PEDPAZA, Jorge

D.S.

ML
PEDRAZA ALVEAR, Jaime Arturo

DIS Expelled to Chile 11-22-71

PEDREGOSA, Manuel Francisco

DIS 3-13-76 Tucumán

PEDRETTI, Enrique Ramón

DIS 5-6-77

PAHR (L)
PEDRINI, Adam
Former leader of the Justicialist delegation from Chaco in the chamber of deputies.

Arrested 7-14-78. Disappeared

Buenos Aires Herald clipping 7-15-78

PEDRINI, Helena

DIS

PAHR (L)

PEDRINI, Susana Elena
Age: 29
LC: 5.236.349

DIS 7-27-76

PAHR (L)
FDD
PEDROZA DE CARVEJAL, Adriana
CI: 6.485.990

Disappeared 4-27-77

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78(l)

PEDROZO, Maria Angelica

DIS

AISC (Clarin)

PEGORARO, Juan
Ajl 49
CI: 9447.775

DIS 6-28-77 - Nua del Plata -

PAHR(l)
PEGORARO, Susana B.

DIS 6-28-77

PAHR (?)

PEGOSZ, B.

DIS Córdoba

AISC (Cospa-Mx)

PEIPANO, Edith Mercedes
LC: 6.695,540
DOB: 10-5-51 - La Plata
Profession: Lawyer

GDR, M, F, R, D

April 18, 1978
Disappeared after leaving home (Independencia 2177, 4th floor) going to her place of employment (Reconquista 585) in Buenos Aires. Her boyfriend Rolando Jecelli had also disappeared at another time.


In memory, May 26, 1978
PEIRCE, Claudia Ines

Deported. For. Off. Inq.: 1-6-77  GCA reply: 3-1-77
Gone to Guatemala. Author. to leave Decree 1268.

PELEGRINO, Carmen de
Teacher

Arrested at her home.

Harris date 6-7-78
PELÁN, Manuel H.

DIS

EFAAR (L)
ML

PELÁTO, Alberto Luis

DIS

EFAAR (L)
ML

PELL, Luis Alberto
LE: 6.046 347

Disappeared 5-17-77
Remain

PAHR-Prens 5-17-78 (L)
PELLA, Jorge
Lawyer
Ex-Advisor Sta. Cruz Prov.

ARR 11-12-74

AISC

PELLARDINI, Jorge
Ex asesor del Gobierno de Santa Cruz.

Detained on 11-12-74.

Casier Cat. Army 9/72
Liga Arg. Det. Hombre 4-19-78

PELLERINO DE LORDHIPHIDSE, Liliana Mancera
DOB: 1-16-1957
DUI: 12.791.677
Humberto 1 Nro. 1319 - Piso 3 - "A" - Capital

Arrested at Muñiz and Venezuela streets together with husband on 11-18-1978.

Cayetano Pellegrino
Muñiz 1040-Capital 922-3822 (Father)
PELLICO, Aldo Cirilo
LE: 6.35% 2.16

DUS 6-3-77 Córdoba

PAHR (L)

PELLITÀ, Juan Carlos
Martes Comm. Party

AED 10/76 FERGAMINO, Bs.As.

PAHR
ML Comm. Party

PELLIZA, Heraldo
Age: 55

DUS 4-30-77

FDD
PELLOLI, Carlos Guillermo

Refused trial 7/31/77 as Rec rejected 9/6 months.

DIP. - Unidad 9 - Sierra Chica (Olavarria) - Option to leave country.

PELLOLI, Carlos Pablo (Father)
Moreno 625 - Zárate (Bs.As.)
Tel. 3335

PELLIZO, Justo José
INF 36

DIS 2-16-77 Rosario

PAHR (I)

PELLULLITI, Guido E.
Bco. Social

Disappeared 9-20-77

Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre
PENA, Héctor

AISC (Clarín)

PENA, Jorge

ABD

AISC

PENA, José

Sin datos.

Técnica Arg. Der. Hombre 4-19-78
PENA, Juan Roger

DIS 10-27-77

AISC (A.P.D.H.)

PENAYO, Ferreyra

DIS

PENHASKY, Juan César

Detained in October 1975 in Chaco. Freed

Liga Arg. del Hombre 4-19-78

Arrest Order 9/78
FENDER, Luis Roberto
UF: 4,446,444
Age: 30
Calle 885 N° 4260 - San Francisco de Oco (In Ch. Pres.)
Member - Comm. Party

Disappeared 5-10-76

Claudia Piedra, Convicta 1012 - Guadalupe Cile (Aunt)
Andres Segovia
PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (1)
Comm. Party

FENETO, Alberto

Dis

PAHR (1)

FENNELLI, Graciela Dora
Age: 24
Ch: 7-30/1 A/43

Disappeared 11-22-76

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (1)
PEÑA, Isidore Oscar

Dis: 7-15-78 La Plata, B'n. A.

La Plata List - 10/78

PEÑA, Jesus Pedro

Dis: 6-27-78 La Plata, B'n. A.

La Plata List - 10/78

PEÑA, Juan Roger
DNI: 10.506.024
Av. Independencia 667 - 4° D - MAR DEL PLATA
Profession: Prof. Nacional de Educación Física

Arrested by Security Forces on 10-27-76. Since then disappeared.

IMAR
Barbano, Adela Peña de
Barbano, Adelqui Francisco
Gral. Paz 166-Tandil Phone 2511
Personal call 5-25-76

(Sister) (Brother-in-law)
PEPE, Carlos Miguel

DIS 8-19-77

PAHR

PERACON

DIS

ML

PERALDA, Sergio (writer)

Arrested in 11/76; imprisoned.

Listed 10-28-77 PEN REPORT
PERALTA, Agustín José
Disappeared 10-12-77

DIS

PERALTA, Carlos

DIS

DDAlto Valle 11/78

PERALTA, Enrique Omar

DIS

ML
PERALTA, Esteban

Killed 75 by Police

AISC (Arg.Komm.Sveden)

PERALTA, Eustaquito

Age: 47

Disappeared 12-23-77

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78

Javier (Spanish)

Age: 26

Calle Zapiola 851-Chacarita, Buenos Aires

in Buenos Aires

Disappeared 9-30-76. At present in Libertad Prison in

Uruguay accused of subversive association.

REFOULEMENT
PERALTA, Luis Alfredo
Rh 2a
LE: 8.564.060

Disappeared 1-16-76 Yacunán

PAHR-Frensa 5-17-78(1)

PERALTA, Niceforo

(Paraguayan)

Disappeared 9-16-76 Father of la Libertad - A. de Zárate

ML
PAHR-Frensa 5-17-78(1)

PERALTA, Osvaldo Sergio
Age: 22
DNI: 12.034.176

DIS 7-13-77 Santos Lugares (Bs.As.)

PAHR (L)
PERALTA, Víctor Alcides
CI. 5.815.493

DIS

AISC (Clarín)

PERALTA DE FERREYRA, Silvia

ABD After 3-24-76 from her car w/parents, husband and daughter.

AISC (Arg.Komm Sweden)

PERALTA PASSARINI, Carlos Alberto
Date: 11/7/76
Codex 34584 - LA PELICA

Disappeared 2-14-77 LA PELICA

HL
PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (2)
PERALTA, de Pedregosa, Rosa Juana

Criminal appeals court held PEN detention invalid.

10/14/78

PERALTA DE VASQUEZ, Alicia Nora
DNI. 11.714.497

Disappeared on 9-25-76 in Mar del Plata.

Peralta-Le: 5.417.006 (Father)
Peralta, Nelcy L. P. de-Le: 1,144.676 (Mother)
Moreno 45-2°F. Dto.4-B. Blanca

PERASSOLO, Juan Carlos

ARR Preventive imprisonment

AISC
PERCHANSKY, Juan
Lawyer

ADLeague

PERCIVATI FRANCO DE MANZOTTI
Age: 21
LC: 12.226.049

DIS 8-24-76

FDD

PERDEI, Luis Roberto

Disappeared

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-76(1)
PERDICHE, Ana Ma. Rita
Disappeared 9-15-76 – La Plata –
PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (1)
PL

PERDICHE, Victorio Graciano
Disappeared 12-16-76 – La Plata
PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (1)
PL

PERDIGUE, Ana Maria

DIS

DDAlto Valle 11/78
PEREA, Guillermo

Reappeared in the same way as Baraldi. 2/13/79 (Land Freedom)

Arrested together with friend Luis Alberto Baraldi on 1-19-79 in La Plata.

PEREE, Juan Domingo

D

DIS

PERSO (I)
ML

PERSO, Carlos Damian
3:11:12 H:
Telena, Rex Fiction

Disappeared 7-30-76

PAHB-Prensa 9-17-79(1)
PEREIRA, Carlos Rafael

Disappeared 7-12-77

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78

PEREIRA, E. Uruguayan

Right of option - no decision.

UK

PEREIRA, Horacio Abel

Disappeared 4-22-77

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78
PEREIRA, Iris Beatriz
Ref: 34
CI: 6.944.438

Disappeared 3-31-77

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78

PEREIRA, José Maria
CI: 4.713.507

DIS

AISC (Clarín)

PEREIRA, Liliana Carmen

Disappeared

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78
PEREIRA DE GONZALEZ, Estela M
CI. 2.644.458
Disappeared 12-6-77

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78
WOLA

PEREIRA PLAZA, Reinalda del Carmen (Chilean)

Allegedly Pereira crossed into Argentina on foot at the Los Libertadores (Caracas)/Las Cuevas Border as shown by Chilean and Argentine border crossing cards. She was 5-6 months pregnant when she disappeared December 15, 1976.

Raised by Amemb.Santiago-Santiago 9465.

PEREIRA DE PRIETO, Maria del R.

ARR V. Devaro prison.

AISC
PEREIRO, Stella Marris
Cl: 2,644,458
Student

Arrested on 12-6-77 together with Mario Alberto Depino and Marta María Barberp de Depino.

FAHR
Relorenzo de Pereiro
Sarmiento y Vergara
Manuel Gonnet, La Plata, Bs.As.
July 14 Banús 10-78

FERNE LUTZ, Elizabeth
Barrio Once, Buenos Aires
(Uruguayan)

Disappeared 6-15-76 in Buenos Aires. Freed in Montevideo on 12-22-76.

REPOULEMENT

PERETI DE GALLAVDO, Nora
 pł: 33
dni: 4,957,987

DISAPPEARED 5-12-76 -CONDICION-

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78
PEREYRA
Sarmiento
City Bell

Daughter of ex-football player Estudiantes de La Plata.

La Plata List

PEREYRA, Antonio Rico

DIS

PEREYRA, Carlos Rafael
Age: 29
Delgado 836-Buenos Aires

ABD 7-16-77 from his store-Juncal 2021-Bs.Aires
PEREYRA, Higinio Antonio
Age: 24

ABD 10-12-76 from home: Pdo. San Martin, Bs. As.

AISC (CADHU)

PEREYRA, Horacio Abel
Ph: 29
Cl: 6.091.682

DIS 4-22-77

PAHR (L)

PEREYRA, Iris Beatriz
Age: 24
Cl: 6.954.478

DIS 8-31-77 Tigre

PAHR (L)
DETAINED UNIDAD 9 - LA PLATA

Jorge Ruben Kolynos

LIG. ARG. DER. HOMBRE

PEREYRA, Juan Carlos
CI: 9.419.062

DIS

AISC (Clarín)

PEREYRA, Justo A.

DIS

MAR (L)
ML
PEREYRA, Liliana Carmen
DNI: 11.607.926

(See also Cagnola, Eduardo Alberto)

Detained on 10-4-77 by a group of Army. Since then disappeared. She is awaiting a baby for May.

PARENT
Pereyra, Osvaldo Jorge  (Parent)
Pereyra, Jorgelina Azzarri de
Calle 51, No. 743, Piso 2°Upto. 5-La Plata
Phone: 2-1543

PEREYRA, Maria

ARR 12-24-75 Bs.As.-Held in V.Devoto

AISC (CADHU)

PEREYRA, Mariano Reinaldo

DIS

PARENT
ML
PEREYRA, Mónica

D.S August 1978 Buenos Aires

PEREYRA, Néstor
Acindar

Detained 3-20-75 - Coronda

Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre

PEREYRA, Raúl

D.S 11/76

Fahn (I)
ML
PEREYRA, Reynalda del Carmen

D
Chilean

DIS 1/77

ML

PEREYRA, Rual

DIS

AISC

PEREYRA, Santiago Adolfo

DIS

PAHR (L)
PEREYRA DE CORDEDO, MARIA GLIDE

DIS

Córdoba List 12-1-78

Pereyra Gómez, Edgardo Walter

PEN; Unidad 2 Sierra Chica

Pereyra, Peggy Gladys Gomez de (Mother)
Home: Mariano Moreno 787, Villa Maria (Córdoba)
Office: Buenos Aires 1241, Villa Maria (Córdoba)
Phone: 24298

Pereyra Pereyra, Luis Angel

PEN-Unidad 9 La Plata
US Emb. Visit granted 11/78

Presentado directamente en consulado.
PEREYRA DE PÉREZ, Mafelda

DIS 7-18-77

ML

PEREYRA VIDELA (Uruguayan)

Held since 1978. He was expulsion order since 1975.

Harris data: 8-15-78

PEREYRO (Son of Dr.)

DIS November - La Plata

La Plata list.

MAR(1)
PEREYRO DE GONZALEZ, Estela M.
Age: 24
CI: 2.645.458

DIS 12-6-77

FDD

PEREZ, Ada María

City, Escobar 6-6-78
Disappeared 7-23-77

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78
PÉREZ, Alejandro Américo

DIS 4-14-76

ML

PÉREZ, Américo Ramón

DIS

ML

PÉREZ, Ana
CI. 10.612.063

DIS

AISC (Clarín)
PEREZ, Beatriz

ARR 6-22-76 Bs.As. - PEN V. Devoto

AISC

PEREZ, Carlos (editor)

Abducted from his home in 4/76; whereabouts unknown.

REMAK 6-10-76
Listed 10-28-77 PEN REPORT

PEREZ, Carlos Alberto
R/F: A7
CA: 8, A20, A54

DIS 5-8-76

PAHR(L)
PEREZ, Carlos Enrique  
DNI: 703.171  
Student - 26 years

Under PEN since October 1976.

Perez de Nieto, Adriana Elena  
Av. Eloy Chavez 436-Tres Lagoas-Mato Grosso  
Brasil. (Letter to Mrs. R. Carter)

PEREZ, Daniel Alberto  
C.L. 7.790.569  
Roma 4019 - Lanus Este

Arrested on 7-21-77 by Security Forces. Since then disappeared.

Famate 1-12-77  
PARRA (i)

Perez, Adriana Rodriguez de  
Roma 4019-Lanus Este (Mother)

PEREZ, Daniel Ricardo (i)  
(+): 7 619.754  
H2 35

Disappeared 4-13-77 - Ramos Mejía -

Famate 5-17-78 (i)  
Canoe 6878 Und. 5-78
PEREZ, Eduardo
Worker

Detained in February 1975; at present in Sierra Chica prison.

Cancer Anti Congress 9/78

PEREZ, Eduardo Alberto
IMI: 12.540.849

Disappeared 6-22-76 Rosario

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78(1)

PEREZ, Eduardo Alfredo
IMI: 12444.849

Disappeared 10-10-77 - Villa Colina -

KL
PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78(1)
PEREZ, Emérico Darío
PN: 44
CA: 3.018.592

Disappeared 7-20-77

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78(4)

PEREZ, Emiliano
Age: 43
LE: 6.850.827

DIS 4-6-77 Mendoza

FDD
PAHR(4)

PEREZ, Ernesto
Age: 23

ABD 2/77 from Asni, Buenos Aires

KL
Perez, Eugenio Carlos
C.I.: 724.444

Disappeared 9-10-76

PCHR-Prensa 5-17-76 (I)

Perez, Felix Jorge
C.I. 6.079.830
Carlos Pellegrini 4385 - Ciudadela (B.A.)

On 4-29-77 he was arrested by a group of men from Security Force. Since then disappeared.

Perez, Felix
C.I. 2.886.407
Carlos Pellegrini 4385-Ciudadela
Tel. 653-2762


Perez, Fernando

DIS

FAMILY (I)
PÉREZ, Guillermo

DIS 3/77 Mar del Plata

AISC (Cospa-Mx)

PÉREZ, Gustavo Emir

DNI: 232228460

DIS 7-7-77 La Plata - Ros lbs.

La Plata list - 11-21-78

PAGR(1)

PÉREZ, Héctor Alberto

LE: (12.151.020) or (1.189.893)

Carlos Alliaron 14/3-14/5 Maris, R.A. Rev. Muncia, Blvd. Juvenil

Disappeared 11-29-76

PAS-Paris 5-17-78(1)

WOLA
Comm Party
Perez, Hector Efren

DIS

\n
\( \text{MAR}(l) \)
\( \text{ML} \)

Perez, Hector Oscar
LP: 12.151.020
Guilmar, Bs Aires

Ad 11-29-76

ML

Perez, Horacio

Dis 5-14-76

AISC
PEREZ, José Albino
Age: 27
L. 8.342.017

DIS 4-6-77 MENDOZA

PAHR (L)

PEREZ, Juan Carlos
DU: 11.759.133
Corrientes 810-Jose Marmol (Prov. Bs. As.)
PÉREZ, Juan Carlos

DIS 6-6-75 Córdoba

AISC (Cospa-Mx)

PÉREZ, Marcelino
Delegado Renault-Córdoba

Detained in Sierra Chica

Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre

PÉREZ, Marco Antonio

Disappeared 1-22-76 Tafi Viejo - Jujuy

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (4)
Jujuy
Perez, Maria A.
Pu 22
Gu: 9-05-648

DIS 7-7-78

PANH (L)
WOLA 11-78

Perez, Maria Carolina
Age: 25
FSG List: 9-16-78
CI: 4-017-066

DIS 7-7-78

PAHR Capt. Frenge

Perez, Maria (Journalist)

Abducted in 4/76; whereabouts unknown.

PAHR (L)
L: 10-28-77 PEN REPORT
PEREZ, Mateo Suava

DIS

AISC

PEREZ, Miguel Angel Labrador
LE 8506 916

Disappeared 9-12-76 Rodahoe

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78(l)

Perez, Isabel Virginia
Venezuela 4174 - 1 E - Capital (Mother)

FEN Unidad 9 La Plata
PEREZ, Nestor

DIS

FAHA (l)
FDD

PEREZ, Norma Graciela
Age: 26

AED 2/77 from Azul, Buenos Aires

MC

PEREZ, Oscar Alberto
Mr. Dr.
DNI: A. 289,281

Disappeared 6-30-77 Ezeiza Br. Q.

PARR-Prensa 5-17-78 (l)
PEREZ, Pedro Enrique
"El Independiente" - La Rioja

UNDER FEB

ADEPA-La Opinión 4-1-78

Disappeared 10-10-77 in "El Independiente" - Villa Celina

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78

Arrested on 11-9-76 by a group of armed men. About 15 days later another group of men also armed, came for information on what had happened on the 11-9-77. He belongs to the Communist Party for 16 years, some have disappeared.

Perez, Maria Ester (Sister)
Amenedo 3326 - José Marmol, Bs.As.

6-18-77 Letter to Senators.
PEREZ, Ricardo Adrian
Age 25
6/1: 6.651.668

Disappeared 4-21-77 - Santa Fe -

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78(l)

PEREZ, Roberto Luis


Unclassified BA-9819, dated 12-19-78.

PEREZ, Silva S

DIS

ML
Perez, Ventura (Journalist)

Arrested in 4/76; imprisoned

Listed 10-28-77: PEN REPORT

Perez, Victor Miguel

Since 12-9-75 at disposal of PEN

Lig. Arg. Dar. Hombre

Perez de Acona, Elizabeth

DIS 9-14-76

AISC
PEREZ DE AGUIRRE, Raúl

DIS 7-7-76

FDD, FARA

PEREZ DE ASTORGA, Alicia Isabel
Age: 24
Doc: 10.015.575

DIS 3-16-76

Tucumán

PEREZ DE AZCONA, Ana María de C
Res 46
Ad: 10.011.732

Disappeared 9-14-76

PANR-Prensa 5-17-76 (1)
PEREZ BRAVO, Maria

Under review. For Off. Inq.: 11-13-76 GGA reply: 11-30-76 11-11-77

PEREZ CASTELLANO, Juan Carlos (Journalist)

Arrested and imprisoned 9/12/76; unconfirmed reports state he was released from prison 9/28/76; present status unknown.

Listed 10-26-77 PEN REPORT 6-16-76

PEREZ CATAN, Alejandro Luis

ARR Sierra Chica PEN -

AISC
Perez Catan, Jorge Enrique
DNI: 10-617,222
Cordoba 2420 - 3° Mar del Plata

Disappeared since 1-31-77.

PAKR
Rivere de Perez Catan, Maria Elena (Mother)
Cordoba 2420 - 3° Mar del Plata
Phone: 49178 Mar del Plata (83-7694)
Personal call Embassy 6-12-78.

Perez de Dona, Ma. Hilda
Age 24
D: S.S. 14/4

Disappeared 2-28-77 Castelar (No Ab.)

Case AIK AEP, 9/78
PAKR-Prensa 3-17-78 (L)

Perez de Dona, Baby

Mother Maria Hilda Perez de Dona, detained and disappeared on 3-28-77 in Moron o Castelar.

Leontina Puebla de Perez (Grandmother)
DNI: 0.635,451
Sargento Cabral 476-Palomar
PÉREZ ESQUIVEL, Adolfo Marie

Arrested on 4-4-1977, under Decree 929 issued by the Exc. Nat. Power as a "subversive". Still in jail awaiting trial and as yet no charges have been brought against him.

Arrested on 4-4-77. At disposal of PEN, at present in Unidad 9 Pabellón 16A in La Plata City. (12/12)

Newspaper clipping, 8-9-77.
Son’s visit to Emb. 4-28-77.

PÉREZ ESQUIVEL, Mario

Detained under PEN.

Perez Esquivel, Leonardo (Father)

Office phone: 34-435

Mr. Bova, Note 8-9-77.

PÉREZ LARA, Bonanza Antonio

Disappeared

Vicaría 11-76

Family visit 11/35

FAHR-Trente 5-17-78 (1)
PÉREZ LOZANO, Walter.
Profesor Secundario-Jujuy

Disappeared 12-14-75

Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre

PÉREZ LUTZ, Elizabeth

DIS 6.5.76

PAHR (L)

PÉREZ MONSALVE

DIS La Plata Bs.As.

PAHR (L)
PEREZ MILLAN, Carlos Alberto
LE: 0.444.743

Disappeared 1-4-77 -Castelan-

PANR-Prensa 5-17-78 (1)

Pere de Pacia, Ines

DIS

PANR (2)
ML

Pere de Rada, Inés

DIS

PANR (2)
ML
PEREZ RIZZO, Carlos Enrique

ARR. PEN

AISC (La Opinión)

PEREZ ROIC, Edith de

ABD 7/77 Bs. As. Prov.

AISC

PEREZ ROIC, Marcelino Alberto

Disappeared on 7-7-1977 in La Pista.

P11440
Anamb. Tegucigalpa - Tegucigalpa 2362.
Magda Roig Estape de Puerto Cortes, Honduras
PEREZ ROJO, José Manuel

Doth reply 2.23.78 - Neg. reply

DIS 10-8-78 together with wife Patricia Julia Roisinblit de Perez.

Mother in law visit Emb. 11-22-78 and 11.14.78.

PEREZ SILVA, S

DIS

FAHR (L)

PEREZ Sosa, Emiliano
LE: 6.03.12-77
Af: 14-6

DIS: 1-6-77

Andres FamilyPic 2/38
PEREZ VARGAS, Maria Luisa de

DIS 11/76

ML

PEREZ WEISS, Beatriz (nee Carbonel)

Disappeared 5-14-76 with Horacio Perez Weiss

PEREZ WEISS, Horacio
Age: 25
GT: 5-753-4-96

Disappeared 5-14-76 with Beatriz Carbonel de Perez Weiss
grology student

PHI:
Period 1-47 78 (k)
ADLeague
Detained 1976
MinInt lifted arrest, between 30-29-78 and 10-6-78.
Announcements were made on Saturday, Oct. 7, 1978

AIAustralia-Adoption

Detained February 1975-La Plata prison

AIAustralia-Adoption

PERIER, Alicia
Journalist

Killed

Le Monde 6-10-78
FERDAS, Graciela Eugenia

For Off. Inq.: 4-5-77
COA reply: NO
ML 1: 4-7-77

PERON, Jorge Luis
Diesel Parisi
Bolivian Air Force
MC 25

Detained 7-21-77

Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre
FDRK - Februa 5-77 (2)

FEROSIO, Beatriz
Presidente de la Federación de Psicólogos de la Rep. Arg.
Presidente de la Asociación de Psicólogos de Buenos Aires

COA reply 2-23-74; Neg. reply.

Arrested by Security Forces on 8/8/78.
11/16/78 reported still missing in BA Hqld.

American Psychological Association
Clarín clipping 8-10-78.

Ann L. Hendrix, J.D.
PEROTTI, Guillermo Alberto

PAHR (1)

PEROTTI, Ennas
Acindar - Villa Constitución

Detained 4-23-75 - Resistencia

Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre

PEREZ, Mateo Suvero

D
PERFINOL, Sara
Lawyer

DIS 11-22-78

PAHR (L)
Australian Embassy

FERREIR, Marie Jose

Disappeared 10-30-76 to Cuba & relocation from United States.

FIL
PAHR-Prenza 5-17-78

FERRETA, Rodolfo
(Dueño de El Cronista)

Linda 6-10-78
Newspaper assoc.
PERROTTA, Rafael A
Age 56

Former editor of "El Cronista Comercial. Disappeared in late June or early July 1977. Relatives: Mrs. Bengolea de Perrotta, wife; Rafael Perrotta Bengolea and Santiago Perrotta Bengolea, nephews.

U.S. Interest: Letter from

PEPEFA, José Carlos
Rb 17
G 200-801

Disappeared 8-15-76 Córdoba

PAHR Frensa 5-17-76
Córdoba, lost 8-1-76

PERTIERRA, Armando R
Wk 11
H 598.64

DIS 10-8-76

PAHR (4)
PERTIERRA, Carlos

DIS

PARA(l)

ML

PERTELUTZ, Isabel (Uruguayan)

Disappeared 6-1-76

RL
ADLeague
PARA(l)

PERUCCA, José Carlos

DIS 8-15-76

Córdoba list
PES, Alicia Graciela
AGE: 26
DNI: 10.623.399

DIS 10-30-78

FDD

FESARINI, Alberto Oscar

DIS 12-21-77

FTR

FESATRIZ, Ofelia

DIS

AISC
PESCE, José
Ha: 32
Ca: 221.450

Disappeared 9-2-77 Cordel
Found Pet. in Bucin 15-3-78

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78

PESCI, Eduardo
Lawyer
Ca: 4.742.166

DIS 10-23-78.

Morfino de Pesci: Maria Tecla (Mother)
Buenos Aires Herald 10-27-78
Pt 11-3-78
Australian Echo.

PESOLANO DE REMOU, Otilia M.

DIS 7-13-77
PETRAGLIA, Graciela Mónica
Edificio Nueva 1-25, Calle C 8
Có: 664.975
Art 47

Disappeared 10-8-76 - OJ 775

ML
PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (1)

PETRAGLIA, Angel Julio
Num 57
Cía: 670.071

DIS 5-19-77

PAHR (1)

PETRAT, Ingrid

DIS

PAHR (1)
ML
Disappeared since 9-24-76. La Plata.

PETRICA, Antonio
LE. 4,537,552
Ft.疴


REFOULEMENT

PETRINI, Osvaldo Sergio
Age 21
Clase del 56
Teacher: Colegio Pio XII de Villa Bosch
Student: 3rd, year Engineering

Abducted on 7-13-77. Since then disappeared.
PETROCHIOLO, Gabriela Memon

DIS 10-8-76 Olivos (Bs As)

FD
North zone Bs.As.Prov.

PETROUCH, Raúl Eduardo (Dr.)
Dni: 41 691 663
Gen reject 4-5-78: PEN. Rla. 1613 del 18/7/78
Carref. Gabriele Ferzola
604 x/4 2-23 PM, tan no apreciar.
Abducted on 3-26-78 outside near to San Justo Cathedral,
after Eastern evening mass.

San Justo

PETTINA, Rodolfo Emilio
Dni: 19 346 306
Relative: Student
Member: Red. 60mm.

Disappeared 6-15-77 La Plata.

PAIS-Prensa 5-17-78 (1)
POLLOIA, José America
DNI. 11.812.165
Age: 22
Calle 6 Nro. 1333 - 5"C"-La Plata Phone 27768

On 2-25-78 was arrested with another group of boys, at Cnel Cesar Díaz y Terrada streets. Since then disappeared. Student of Bellas Artes School in La Plata during 1973/74.

FAH/(l)
Polloia, José Nicolas
Calle 3 No. 1333 - 5"C"-La Plata (Phone 27768)
Polloia, Della Noemí Dossena de
(Mother)

Personal call Emb. 3-2-78.
La firmó: 3/3 3/17/78

POLIO DE URANCA, Sara

ARR Córdoba PEN

AISC (Rio Negro newspaper)

POLEBAK, Mauricio Alberto
CI. 5.093.830
Monroe 3139-Capital
Age: 39

In 1975 was Secy. in"l of Centro de Estudiantes de Ingeniería de la Unv. de B.A. (Liceo Recta) reported alive on mid August, 1977. Search has been 3 days after disappearance. Acknowledged return
Disappeared 7-21-78.

Anti-def. League-Rosenthal 9-14-78
Personal call Embassy 7-31-78 // 10/23/78
Cúmano de Poliarak, Narta M. 701-4952 (Wife)
Monroe 3139-Capital
Sara P. de Lyons (sister) 87-14-555/confirmed by phone of shot, 9-26-78
12/11/78 Wife called and informed us that
PCML sources who had been taken with her husband
informed family that subject had died in
detention of untreated broken extremity which
became infected. Family seeking verification.

= Septisemia =

2/29 - reported to be alive.

POMPA DE INGENIERO, Irma M.
Ref 23

Disappeared 5-5-77 Compana

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78(1)

PONCE, Alberto Rengel

DIS 12-7-78 Ciudadela, Bs.As.
Arrested on 7-7-76 by a group of armed men. Since then they are disappeared.

PONCE, Livia Capalbo de (Mother and Mother in Law)

8-11-77 Letter to Derian.
    Testimony to Representatives
    Testimony to Senators.

PONCE, Carlos Nestor
Age: 31
LE: 6.140.050

DIS 1-6-77 Santa Fé

PAHR (L)

PONCE, Clara Soledad
Age: 11 months.

DIS 2-14-77
Reappeared in Casa Cuna.
POWCE, Daniel

DIS

PONCE, Daniel Benito
[HERNANDEZ, Saul Eduardo]

Arrested on 3-7-77. At present in Unidad 9 de La Plata.

Elena Hanono de Ponce. (Wife and sister)
25 de Mayo 1980, Bombal-Mendoza

8-2-77 Letter to T. Todman.

POWCE, Enrique

Disappeared

FAHR-Prensa 5-17-78[?]

CL
PONCE, Horacio Marcelo
Age: 24
Doc. 10.925.725

DIS 4-22-77
Tucumán

PONCE, Humberto Rubén
Disappeared Tucumán

ML PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78(l)

PONCE, Ime Roberto
Age: 53
Doc. 3.508.981

DIS 7-4-77
Tucumán
PAHR(l)
PONCE, Julio

Disappeared Nunez

PAHR-Frensa 5-17-78

Fonseca 11-78

PONCE, Manuel
Age: 23

Sentenced to 9 years because of illicit association.

MinInt lifted arrest between 30-29 and 10-6-78.
Announcements were made on Saturday, Oct. 7, 1978

La Opinion clipping 3-29-78

PONCE, Miguel
SANTA FE

Detained 3-20-75 Penit. San Nicolas

Lig. Arg. Der. Nombre
PONCE, Miguel Angel

DIS

PONCE, Hoemi
Agen. 26
Juan B. Justo 2834 - Bs.As.

Body was found near autopista Rosario-Santa Fé Km. 3.
Also unverified

Newspaper clipping.

PONCE, Oscar Armando
L.E. 8469865
hgo: 16

Disappeared 2-14-77.

PONCE, Isolina C. Rodriguez de (Mother)
Nosa 949 - 3° Piso B - Capital

Telegram to Herian.
Letter to T. Tocman.
Testimony to Representatives.

PENK - FWR. r. f/ 72% (7)
PONCE, Pedro

604 reply 1-20-74. Neg reply

Worker in Cattaneo (Melouge). During labor strife he was arrested at his work place on 10-27-77.

Lozadur people. Personal call.

PONCE, Pedro Ulderrico
LE: 5.49.661

Disappeared Mendaya

P: 1.451, Mendaya 1-17-78
PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (1)
"WOLA - 11-78"

PONCE, Ramon E

DIS

PAHR (1)
ML
PONCE, Rodolfo Enrique
CI. 6.773.434-1E. 4.608.509
Pasaje 1's/n, entre Ricoja y Catamarca
Benaidez, Bs.As.-Partido del Tigre

Was arrested on 9-13-76 by a group of armed men. On the following days 9-13/14/15-76 these same men came to the house again, threatening his wife not to say anything and not to leave the house. They robbed and took the house contract. Since then disappeared.

Urbano, Maria Ruiz de
(Mother)
CI. 5.603.649-1C 4.353.005
Callao 1651-6° P-Capital

Testimony to Senators.

PONCE, Ruben

DIS 3-24-76 Reconquista-Lauk Fe

Mexico 79

PONCE, Sara Alicia
Law student

Detained 6-11-75 - Villa Devoto Prison

AIAustralia-Adoption
POWCE, SEGURO MAMUEL
C.I. 6179739
Disappeared 2-14-77.

POWCE, Inolina C. Rodriguez de (Mother)
Maza 949 - 3°Piso B - Capital

Telegram to Derian.
Letter to T. Todman.
Testimony to Representatives.

POWCE DE BIANCO, M. Eugenia
Disappeared 12-3-77

PAHN-Prensa 5-17-78

POWCE DE FERNANDEZ, Ana Maria
Age: 26
DNI: 10,697,071

DIS 7-18-77

FDD
PONCE DE LEON, Gustavo Adolfo
Computer programmer and system analyst

Kidnapped from his Buenos Aires home on August 5, 1976.
Since then disappeared.

Amnesty International 1978.

PONCE DE LEON, Ruben
5.093.409
DIS Oct. 1977

Rosario List

PONDAL, Roberto

DIS 7/77
PONDER, Luis Roberto

DIE

ML

PONT, Carlos


Governo da Corte Arg. 6-78
Liga Arg. Per. Hombre 4-1978

PONT ANGELIKA, Carlos Alberto

Arrested on 3-15-76, in San Rafael (Prov. of Mendoza). At present in Unidad Carcelaria No. 9 of La Plata. On 5-5-77 by a Decree signed by President Videla, he was authorized to leave the country. Unfortunately the Army has revoked the permission.


PONT, Gladys Sala de (Wife)
Avellaneda 117-San Rafael(Mendoza)

8-2-77. Letter to Embassy B.A.
PONTI, Daniel Ricardo

DIS 12/76

D.

PONTI HARVEY, Daniel Carlos
JoB: 2-40-76

Disappeared 11-25-77 in Plata

Plata july 14/78
ML
PARR-Prensa 5-17-78 (L)

PONZA, Ernesto

ABD 2-78 Córdoba

AISC (Arg.Komm-Sveden)
PORCIEL, Eduardo José
Former Director of Salta Prisons
Conf. 4-5-76: PEN-90, 1699 del Año, 11 de 1974
Address: Hacienda 500, Villavicencio 10840
Alleged: (u-q) inPink death 4-5-76
Imprisoned Resistencia, Chaco since 1974, without charges.
Known to have been killed 14-56
Mrs. Hortencia Rodriguez de Porcel incarcerated in Villa Devoto.

Amnesty International USA
2132 Broadway-New York City

Cable addressed to Derian.

Conf. Ac. Munez
RI

PORCIEL, Gladys del Valle
SN: 11 de 4, 1950
Age 24

Disappeared 10-27-76-Moren0-

T/L
PAHR-Frenza 5-27-73(l)

PORCIEL, Maria

DIS 10-10-76 Salta

AISC (Cospa-Mx)
PORCO, Juan

DIS 5-16-77 Bs.As. Maritime Union

AISC (Cospa-Mx)

PORCUE, Angelo
Acindar - Villa Constitución

Detained 3-20-75 - Sierra Chica

Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre

PORCÚY, José Andrés

Disappeared

ADLeague
FORREO, Juan Carlos
Age: 31
J. Alvarez 776, Bs.Aires

Renewed from Peh. ha bacin 2-10-76
AED 5-4-76

FPER(3)
NL

FORREIO, Patricia E.

DIS 1-21-77

North zone Bs. As. Prov.

PARRINI, Beatriz
C.F. 17460656 L. 4950.541
Age 31

DIS 6-13-76 - SA. de Padua,
Beibert C6161

FAHR (3)
F.D.P. 11-1-76
Disappeared 8-7-76

Panfield

PanHR-Prensa 5-17-78

Porta, Gabriel Adrian
C.I. 6.633.226
Diaz Veles 1326, Villa Sarmiento-HARDO (Bs.As.)

Arrested 11-25-76 by a group of armed men (they said to be Security force). This same day he received a reply to the "Expediente No. 5052/76 del Registro de la Univ. de Bs. As., No. 119,998/76 de la Fac. de Agronomía" initiated by him on 10-23-76, about malversation of funds. Since then disappeared.

Porta, Martha Leonor (Mother)
Olivestri de (IC.0.399.821)
7-28-77. Letter from his mother, without signature. Statement to Representatives.

PanHR-Prensa 5-17-78

Disappeared

Porta, Manuel

PanHR-Prensa 5-17-78
"Villa 78"
PORTAL, Raul Alberto
CI: 4.5/4.986

DIS

AISC (Clarin)

PORTAS, ELMA

Disappeared Sept. 77

Lig. Arg. Der. Nombre

PORTAS, Ruben

DIS

Nueva Hora 11/78
PORTAS BORBAS, Juan

1978
Shot in Córdoba (or dead) after the Air Force refused to shot him in 1977 when Military Tribunal condemned him to death.

Harris data 8-15-78

PORTILLA, Armando (Chilean)

DIS 12/76

ML

PORTILLA, Medina Hermone de

DIS 12/76

ML
PORTILLO PENAYO, Presentado

DIS

FÉRFI (L)
NL

PORTÍÑO DE ENCINA, Ana Olga
Yunque, 1, 111-8-25, A.C.
Nº 24

Disappeared 11-24-77

PÁN-SÁENZA 5-17-78 (L)
NL

PORTÍÑO, José

Right of option certificate under review.

France
POSASO, Patricia Liliana

DIS 7-30-76

ML

POT, Cristina

ARR 1-24-76 Santa Fé-PEN Villa Devoto

AISC (CADHU)

POT, Hugo Marcelino

Under PEN Resistencia Chaco

ADLeague
POT, Margarita Noemí (née Irurzun)

Under PEN Unidad 2 Villa Devoto, judged.

ADLeague

POURTALE, Maria Enriqueta

Día Agosto 1976

Paía(l)

AF/CI10

POYASTRO, Eduardo Guillermo 42
POYASTRO, Graciela Monari de
Jaume 25. Spiss - Jujuy

...
POZOS CRADOS,

DIS La Pampa

Pahr (L)
ML

POZZE, Patricia Liliana
Age: 18

DIS 7-30-76 La Plata - Bs.As.
Reap. 'Villa Devoto'

PAHR (L)

POZZE DE CASTAGNET. Julia
Age: 21
L. 11.616.547

DIS 7-29-76 La Plata Bs.As.

PAHR (L)
POZZO,
Address: 9 Nro. 484-La Plata
(Sister is detained in Villa Devoto)

DIS

La Plata List

POZZO, Roberto Luis

PEN; Cordoba(Santa Fe). Given forms for him, his wife and two children.

Pozzo, Teresa Suarez de Dorrego 5480-Santa Fe
Tel.: 63506

(Wife)

POZZO, Patricia Liliana
LC. 12.530.304

Arrested on 7-29-76. Still at PEN's disposition. At present in Villa Devoto Penitentiary.

CRIM-APP-CT. ordered released from PEN.-11/78 Bande U.N. 2

Pozzo, Esther Fonrouge de
LC. 3.141.877
Calle 9-484 1/2-La Plata

8-14-77 Letter to T. Todman.
PRADAN0, Juan Carlos

DIS 4-27-76

[Signature]
FDD

PRADO, Claudio Animal L.

Disappeared 3-20-77

Leg. Arg. Der. Hombre

Prado, Claudio Luis

No
For.Off.Inq.: 4-5-77  COA Reply: NO.

White House.
PRADO, Gabriel Herberto
Age: 24

Arrested together with his wife on 8-24-77. Since then disappeared.

Prado, Herberto G. Eduardo (Father)
Sarmiento 752-Dpto. Int. Bahia Blanca

PRADO, Mario Roberto

DIS

ML

PRADO, Miguel Angel
Member Communist Party

DIS 5-20-77

ML
PRADO, Mónica González de
Age: 23

Arrested together with her husband on 8-24-77. Since then disappeared.

Prado, Herberto G. Eduardo    (Father in law)
Sarmiento 752-Dpto. Int. Bahía Blanca

PRADO, Norma Susana Neder de

Abductors threatened the student. She was detained by people wearing the uniform of the police of the province of Buenos Aires. This took place while she was at her parents in the city of Buenos Aires, on October 17th 1977.

PRADO, Salvador Marcos
Railroad Worker

ABD

GRAB (t)
ML
Disappeared 1-1-77 Santa Fé

PAHR-Frensa 5-17-78

PRAT HIDALGO, Alicia Angélica

ARR Córdoba FFN

AISC (Río Negro newspaper)

Disappeared 2-12-78 More del Plata

PAHR-Frensa 5-17-78

PRATO, Amanda Virginia (Abrúndez)
Inc. 694, 695
Los Caseros 534, del Popómar, F. A.
PRECHILO RUSSO, Juan José

Under PEN Sierra Chica

ADLeague

PENDANOS, Juan Carlos

DIS 5-20-76 Bahía Blanca, Bs.Aires

PAHR(1)
ML

PREISSZ, José
Pl: 72
SS: 1452, 909

DIS 4-11-78 Villa Ballester - B. A.

PAHR(1)
PRESAT, Raúl Horacio  
D. 48  
Cl. 2-442-540

Disappeared 4-29-76 Olores

PANR-Prensa 5-17-78 (1)

PRESAT, Ricardo Abel

DIS

PANR(1)  
ML

PRESA, María José  
Aged: 21

Arrested in April 1976 together with her husband, possibly as a consequence of her membership of "Partido Auténtico". Her husband was shot under attempt of escape. She's detained in Unidad 2, Villa Devoto at PEN's disposal.

Danish Embassy
Arrested on 3-24-78. Since then disappeared.

PRIANO, Alberto (Angel)
Ci. 6474-604
Dehesa 3181 - Remedios de Escalada
4-9-78

Disappeared 5-7-76

Liga Arg. Dere. Hombre

PRIETO, Antonio

ABD 5-7-76
PRIETO, Armando
Cl: 251442
H: 24

Disappeared 7-21-76

HL
PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78(I)

F R E E D

PRIETO, Carlos
Age: 30

Abducted 3-30-78

San Justo

PRIETO, Carlos Alberto

ABD

114
PRIETO, Hugo A

Disappeared 7-25-76

Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre

PRIETO, Hugo Ernesto
CC. 1306-27461 Tel. 9225 A. C. 2542

Disappeared 5-27-76 Quilmes A. P. N.

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78

PRIETO, Hugo Félix

Disappeared 7/??

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78(1)
PRIETO, Walter Hugo Manuel
PR: 26
LE: 8.486.489

Disappeared 8-22-77

PAHR-Fremia 5-17-78 (1)

PRIGIONE, Juan Hector
DNI: 12.961.018
D05: 2/16/57
Solis 1519 - Capital

Arrested on 1-25-78. Grandfather died 11.11.62
was borned in Philadelphia.

Carlos Prigione (Father)
Solis 1915-Capital
Phone: 26.8657

Personal visit Embassy 1/26/79.

PRINCIO, Giuseppe
Age: 52

Italian

DIS 4/76
PRIOTTI, Eduardo José
Nº 19

Disappeared 11-23-76 la Plata

Disappeared 2-25-76.

File: File lost 11/76
Page: Page 5-27-78 (6)

PROL, Luis (Andres) (Adv/)
Lawyer
Bv. Junín 46, Piso 8, Dpto.15
5000 Córdoba

Arrested on March 22, 1976, at present under PEN at Unidad Carcelaria No. 2, Sierra Chica, Buenos Aires Prov. in Interno 1204, Celdas 520, Pabellón 8.

PROL, Luis (Adv/)
Bv. Junín 46, Piso 8, Dpto.15
5000 Córdoba
Phone Córdoba 47327

Convo. Conv. Grp. 9/78
Univ. of Chicago
White House Interest.
PROPRITTO, Carlos A.
Obrero Ford-Buenos Aires

Detained Unidad 9 La Plata

Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre

PROPERI, Maria Cristina
Núm. 25
Lí. 5.94.100

Día 3-30-77 la Plata-Pol. As.

PAHR(3)

PROPPIT, Mónica
Múj. Ciudad-Londres
Núm. 23
DNI: 10.549.362

Disappeared 9-21-76 Córdoba

Consejo Anti Guaya 9/78

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78(3)
Fruneda, Alberto Armando
CI. 6.855.364
Gral. Urquiza 1065-Capital

On 2-17-77 he was arrested. Since then disappeared.

Fruneda, Maria Asuncion Caputo de
DI. 0303.909
Gral. Urquiza 1065-Capital

Testimony to Representatives.

PAAR(1)

Fucci, Jorge Alberto

DIS 12-6-77 La Plata - f.o.a.

La Plata List - 11-21-78
PAAR(1)

Fuccietti Gonzalez, Maria Ernestina
Federal Capital

Disappeared 5-6-78.
PAAR, 5-30-78
PUCIO, Jorge Eduardo

DIS. 9-2-76

PAHR (2)

PUCH, Ramon Ricardo

DIS 3-9-77

NL

PUCHETTA, Elba Rosario

BP 45

LC: 3464.927

Disappeared 5-25-76 Linda

FL

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (1)
Disappeared. Lozadur. 2-3-74 from Yeribro.-Bs.A.s.

FUENTES, Haroldo

DIS 7-18-76

PUEBLA, Jorge Reynaldo
Actor

Arrested 3-28-76 in Mendoza. Detained at Unidad 9.- La Pint.
Sent from TCH - Buenos 8-12-76

AAU, Int'l Vienna 03363 68-61

PUEBLA
PUERTA, Rolando Guilleo

Age: 27
Born December 10, 1950, Rojas, pro. of Buenos Aires. Profession: Student of Medicine (last year)

Taken from home, Cordova, Marcelo T. Alvear 95, Piso 11-Apt. A
Arrested October 30, 1976 and is prison at Cordova-Caselia No.1, Pro. of Cordova. Mother visited son Dec. 24th in years 76 and 77. That has been stopped and she is not allow to go anymore.
Mother: Elva Rosa Almerich De Puerta-San Martin 756
tel: 4608-office-2835-Catamarca.
Father: Pedro Rolando Puerta-engineer civil-age- 62

PUERTO, Nora Lilia
Ct: 6646083

Disappeared 9/77 March

PAHR-FRANSA 5-17-78 (L)

PUCI,
Nahia Blanca

Detained

Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre
PUIGROSS nee NUÑEZ, Violeta Maria

Detained under PEN - Right of Option

Consulate

PUJADO, Victor Hugo

DIS

PAHRA
ML

BANNA

PUJOL, Graciela
Wife of José Horacio Olmedo
Age 24

ABD early 1976

Cancer Anti Congress 9/78

PAHRA
PUJOL DE OLMEDO, Graciela Gladis

ABD. 10/76.1 Pregnant 7 months.

Cancer Anti Congress 9/78

PUJOL VIEYTES, Roque Abel

Detained under PEN - Right of Option

Consulate

PULLETTI, Guido Eduardo A

Disappeared 9-20-77

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78(?)
PUFFO, Roberto José
Arm: 46
IC: 4.664.889

Disappeared 1-23-78 Zárate

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78
[Illegible]

FURCET, Manuel Angel

Disappeared

PAHR(1)
AL
ADLeague

FUS, Dionisio

Unidad 9 La Plata - PEN
[Illegible]

ex-Partido Socialista
PUTIGNANO, Alfredo

DIS 12/76

Panel(s)

PEYCHAUX, Carlos

ARR. 4/76 at work Tucumán-Held at Villa Urquiza

AISC

FEYEVICH, Antonio

Disappeared

ADLeague

FEZATRIZ, Ofelia

DIS
Pezzutti, Daniel Jorge
DNI: 12.102.659
CI: 5.395.839

Freed 4-9-76. Not in present at home. (Berni's info)
Returned from PEN. fa facción 4-9-76
9-1-75. 886 2043
Under PEN - Unidad 9 La Plata Piden 1:3

Dept. of State
Pezzutti, Raúl Jorge
José Indart 1931-San Justo
Phone: 40-5491 (From 13-21:00 pm.) - mother
Personal call to Harris 5-13-70

PIAGGI, José Alberto

DIS 12/76

PIASECKY, Roberto Francisco

DIS 7-28-77

PAHR
PIAZZA, Jorge
Obrero Renault

Disappeared

Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre

PIAZZA, Marcelo Francisco
Pt: 28
Jfl: M.528.369

Disappeared 6-21-77

(F)
PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (L)
PIAZZA, Roberto Jesus
CI: 19.10.416.795

DIS

AISC (Clarin)

PIAZZA SEGURA, Guillermo

Disappeared 10-28-76

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-76(l)

_____

PICARDI, Félix Eduardo

DIS 4-18-77 La Plata - P. A.

PAHR(l)

La Plata List - 11-21-78
PICCININI, Alberto
Sec. Gral. UCM

Detained 3-20-75 - Rawson

Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre

PICCOLO, Gustavo Angel R.

ARR PEN

AISC

PICCOLO, Walter Agustín
Capitan de Corbeta (R.E.)
Seudónimo político HERNÁNDEZ
Chacabuco 867 - MERLO (Prov.Bs.As.)
Phone (Neighbour) 0220-21189

Letter to Amb. Castro, SAW DCM.
PICHULMAN, Iván Raúl
Age 24
CI: 76.435

Disappeared 1-21-77 Neuquén

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78

PICHULMAN, José Francisco
Age: 21
CI: 76.417

DIS 8-12-77 Neuquén

PAHR
FDD

PICI DE CANELE, Luisa

DIS 7-18-77

ML
PICO, Eduardo

ABD 3-29-76 Moreno Bs.Aires

FIDAL DE BALBI, Cristina Maria

CRIM-APP-CI-ordered released from PEN.-11/78

Gomez - 6-13-78

GENERAL

FEDERAL, Maria Luisa
Res: 21
Ph: M. 145. 017

Disappeared 5-3-76 Londres.

PAHR-Frensa 5-17-78(1)
PIEBAS, Jorge Mario
Empleado-San Martin
LE: H. 24 Feb 1974
Gr. in
Economic Student

Disappeared 8-31-76 on public street.

PIERRE, Anita 1-14-76 (1)
Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre
EDB 6-10-76

PIEN, Nora Dain de
CI: J. 400.700

DIS

AISC (Clarin)

PIERA, Enrique
El Pais (Montevideo)

Disappeared 7-13-76

Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre
PIERANI, Eduardo Alberto

DIS 11/76

PANR(1)
ML

PIERO, Monti

DIS Córdoba

PANR(1)
ML

PIERRE, Ettore

DIS 6-12-76 Bs.As.

aisc (Cospa-Mx)
PIETRAL, Ettore (journalist)

Arrested 5/27/76; imprisoned

Listed 10-23-77 PEN REPORT

PIEVAL, Eduardo Alberto

DTS

ML

PIFARRE, Alicia Adelina
Docente - Neuquen

Disappeared 6-9-76 Neuquen

Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre

THP - Neuquen 5-17-76 (±)
PIFARETTI, Ana Maria
Age: 32 1/2
Leader of Argentine Women's Liberation Movement.
Dw#: 5.253.694

Disappeared 6-23-78 after leaving Sanatorio Gerardo Gómez, Buenos Aires, where she worked as dietitian.

PERRA (l)
In
Casas del Cruce, 377
Dept. of State: 6-19-78
Tasking Date: 3-31-78

PILIA, Maria Regina

Deported. For.Off. Inq.: 11-10-76 GGA reply: 11-12-76

PIOLA, Alejandro Victor
QG: 1/26
LI#: 8,000.040

Disappeared 10-26-77

PAHR-Prensa 5-27-78 (l)
PINCHEIRA, Miguel

DIS 11-4-76

PAHR (L)

PINCHEIRA, Miguel Angel
L. 10.891.028

Found 1961 3/19. Disappeared 6-14-76 Neuquen

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-76 (L)

PINEDA DE ISIS, Viviana

Disappeared 10-13-76

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-76 (L)
PIN, EDO, Angel Mario
Art. 28
ch. 4.84 of 196.

DIS 7-2-76 Embarcadero - Pro As.

PAHR. (L)

PINEIRO, Martin

Arrested.

Univ. of Calif., Davis.

PINEIRO, Norberto L.
Eco. Interc.Regional
ID: 81528375
Date: 9/28/65

Disappeared 8-2-77

Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre
PARR (L)
PINERO or PINIERO, Roberto J O

DIS

ML

PINIÉ DE BOLZAN, Olga Haydee

Disappeared 1-20-77 Caceres

AISC PARA-RENCE 5-17-78 (L)

PININO, Alberto
Law student

DIS 7/76

AISC (C.R.P.A.B.)
PININO, Alberto
Law student

DIS 1/76

ML

PINI, Nelida de

ABD 6-4-76 Mendoza

ML

PINI, Sulferino

ABD 6-4-76 Mendoza
PINTO, Alberto

ARR Córdoba PEN

AISC

PINTO, Edras

DIS 12/76

ML

PINTO, Gabriel Daniel
Mig. 13
IN: 00.847.212

Disappeared 6-4-76

FL
FAHR-Prensa 5-17-78(1)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Occupation</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PINTOS, Leucario Jesus</td>
<td>45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PINTOS, Miguel Angel</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FDD

FDD
PINEIRO, María Aída
Edad: 30

DIS 4-6-77

PAHR (L)

PIÑEIRO, Mónica Ab.
(Pregnant woman) 66/4/10/72
D 78

DIS August 1978.

PAHR (L)
AI

PISERUA, Roberto Jorge

DIS 11-11-77 Ramos Mejía Bs.As.

PAHR (L)
PIÑYBA, Roberto Jorge
CI. 4, 256,740
Barrio Luz y Fuerza - Isidro Casanova (Prov. Bs. As.)
Edificio 10 - Pd. 3 - Dpto. 21
(Delegado Gremial Peronista del Sindicato de Luz y Fuerza)
Address: Ave. San Martin, 1 Fl. apt. B

Disappeared with his car on 1-22-76. The car appeared a week later.
Information contact Mrs. Rafaela Clausi-Tel: 665-5164
Cayetano Valdez, 2562 - Moron
Villa
Personal call Embassy 1-27-78
Pérez, Carmen G. de (Wife)
Pinoyro, Carmen G. de (Wife)
Barrio Luz y Fuerza - Isidro Casanova (Prov. Bs. As.)
Edificio 10 - Pd. 3 - Dpto. 21
Phone: 37-0661/0
Personal call Embassy 1-27-78
Vidal or Bugallo

PIRON, Arnoldo Jorge
Age: 31
CI.: 1, 247, 487

DIS 8-12-78 in Buenos Aires

FDD 9-16-78

PIOLI, Ciriaco Maria
DU. 10, 737, 179
Patricios 742
8000 Bahia Blanca

Arrested on 11-25-76 in Bahia Blanca. Since then disappeared.

PEHR (1)
FI.

Letter to Amb. Castro:
Pioli, Ana Maria Santarelli
Patricios 742-8000 Bahia Blanca (Mother)
Pialli, Susana

Falls under PEN. 1976, 1979 - 02-4-74

Origin: Comunista, elemento combatiente. Anciana Prision de Apelaciones 6 de la Prisa. La agobiaron gravemente 02-4-74
Address: Unidad Zapatista, 3 República, Teg 57-7-46 p/n 172-448 del 0-4-77


Aisc

Piovoso, Antonio Enrique

Dis 12-6-77

PaHR
PIPINO, Bruno Tomás

Disappeared 6-21-76

PAPI
PANPR-Prepnsa 5-17-78
Inq. Div. Sec. Bambú

PIPINI, Mario

DIS 7-5-76 Buenos Aires

ML

PIRPAFA, Alicia

DIS 6-24-76 Bahía Blanca, Bs.As.
PIRIS, Luis
Psicologist--Periodist

ABD in Buenos Aires in July 1976

Cancer Anti Congress 9/78

PIRLES, Roberto

Killed 1/77 La Plata

Mexico 79

PIROLA, Elida Beatriz
Age: 25
LC: 10.104.921

DIS 10-9-76 La Plata
PIRONI, Aldo Antonio
Disappeared 3-11-77

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (L)

PISSONI, Tarcisio
Disappeared 1-27-77 (Quilmes)

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78 (L)

PISSONI, Rolando Victor 8/24/77
LE. 8007944 - CI 5979389
BELLOCCIO, Irene Ines
DL. 10478652 81.0465.71 (L)

Arrested on 8-5-77. Called by phone 8 days later, since then disappeared.

PAHR(L)
PISSONI, Felicidad Lopez de (Mother)
Marzol 483 - Planta Baja "B"
Tel.: 811-7127
811-6570 (Neighbor)

9-3-77. Personal visit Embassy PAHarris.
PISONI, Tarcisio

DIS

ASIC (A.P.D.H.

PISTANI, Alicia

DIS 1976

AISC

PISTARINO
Santa Fe

Detained in Coronda

Lig. Arg. Der. Hombre
PISTONI, Lucia

DIS

PAHR (1)
ML

PITA, Pedro Ricardo
Capital Federal

DIS 8-29-78

PAHR 9-29-78

PITELLI DE CANON, Anabella
LC 4.732.690
Edad: 34
Parral 72, Buenos Aires

ADD 6-9-77 from home with husband Carlos M.
PITRELLI, Daniel

DIS 4-1-76 Córdoba

PITRELLI, Estela Robledo

DIS 4-1-76 Córdoba

CITURA, Antonio Miguel
Est. Ingeniería Electrónica

Min. Unificado 8/78 a, 800 dependiente de 6 meses.

PEH; Unidad 2 Sierra Chica

Carmen Elena Domene (Separada) (Wife)
Obispo Salguero 178-4° P.
Córdoba 36148
PIMENTO, Julio Juan (French)

Detained in La Plata. Sentenced as member of the Montoneros.

French Embassy

PIVETTA BRODA, Daniel
CI. 10.469.902.

DIS

AISC (Clarín)

PIZA, Diana

ARR 11-18-75 Trelew - PEN V. Devoto

AISC (CADHU)
PIZZARRO, Roberto
PIZZARRO, Alicia

Left country. For. Off. Inq.: 11-13-76 GCA reply: NO

PIZZATURO, Juan

ABD 9/11/76 from home F. Sanchez & Chivilcoy, Castelar, with wife Norma

ML

PIZZATURO, Norma S. de

ABD 9-11-77 from home, Castelar Bs. As.

AISC (C.R.P.A.B.)
PLANAS, Jorgelina
Age: 4

Detained with mother Cristina in May 1977

VIÑA, 5-31-78
French Embassy
 programmer

PLANAS MAZZEI, Arturo
DOB: 6-16-57
Uruguayan
PLANCHARD, Liliana

DIS 4-20-76 Mar del Plata

AISC (Cospa-Mx)

PLAT or PLOT, Ricardo Pedro

ARR Córdoba PEN 3/78

AISC (Rio Negro newspaper)

PIAUL, Osvaldo
IE. 7.730.151-CI. 6.915.829
José Ingenieros 5157-Remedios de Escalada (Bs.As.)

Arrested on 1-4-77. Disappeared since then.

Piaul, Alcides Sebastian (Father)
Sisio de Montevideo 100
Lanus Oeste.

8-10-77. Letter and Testimony to Embassy PA.
PLAZA, Olga Carmen

DIS

PAAK(1)

ML

POCCIO, Alberto

DIS 12/76

PANIE(1)

ML

POCE, Julio Gerardo

DI 11.233.402

POCE, Graciela Eugenio Fernández de

DNI 11.607.316

Granaderos 659 - Capital Federal

G1th 11-19-74, M.R.R.D

We were arrested on 10-19-76. Since then disappeared.

Peras, Alba Martino de

DNI 3.046.857

Calle 13 No. 829 - P.1 - La Plata

Poce, Julio C. 41-577 La Plata.

Statements. To T. Todman.

8-10-77 Letter to T. Todman

F1 Statement to Representatives.

Personal Visit to Congress 1-10-78 (End)
POCE, Ricardo César
DI: 11.895.679
DOB: 2-14-56
Age: 22
Date of Birth: 2-24-74 - Have noindividual
Arrested on 12-9-78 by Security Forces in Ezpeleta.

Poco, (Dr.) (Father)

POCELLO, Jorge
Age: 30
Venezuela 1845- Bs. Aires

ABD 11-30-77 from home

ML

PODGAEZKY, Mario
Age: 22
Disappeared 10-14-76

Disappeared 10-14-76

Fed. Jefe - F. J. 4228
PPRR(1)
PAN 2017-76
PAN-Fenasa 5-17-78
PODKAMINSKY, Mirta Beatriz  
(Podkaminsky de GRIGER, Mirta Beatriz) 

Cause: Member of the Montoneros.  
Decree: 482/76  
(Stopped PEN: Decreto 1500/77)

FEHRA  
Anti-Defamation League on B'nai B'rith 7-26-77

PODOLSKY, Jorge Ernesto

Under PEN Unidad 9 La Plata

ADLLeague

PODOLSKY, Cecilia

got typewritten 2-14-79 /r.r.a.d.

Disappeared 7-27-76

PAHR-Prfulness 5-17-78
POGALSKY, Mario.

Detained after the action of 1976.

Liga Arg. Del. Hombre 4-19-78

POGGI, Guillermo Hugo
Age: 25
DNI 10.714.306

ARR 11-16-77 PEN San Martin Prison-Córdoba

AISC

POGGIO, Horacio Norberto
6-2

Disappeared 7-23-76 Córdoba.

PAHR-Frenza 5-17-78(1)
POI, Cristina

ARR Sentenced to 9 yrs by Judge F. Mantras

AISC (Clarin)

POI MAN, Ramon Humberto

DIS 5-21-76

PAHR (J)

POINTSTEAU, Miguel Alfredo

R: 347, 178
R: 34

D: May 1976 in heaven
Not registered. For Off. Inq. 1-6-77 GCA reply: 3-1-77

Ameli: Mother

B#: 30

70/75

L
POLANCO, Alicia Elena

DIS 3-22-76 Castelar, Bs.As.

AISC (Cospa-Mx)

POLASTRI, Armando Sergio

ARR. Unidad 9 La Plata

AISC (Clarín)

POLETTI, María Lourdes

Disappeared 6-27-76

Lég. Arg. Der. Hombre
POLI, Ester

D

POLI, José Fernando
Age: 32
Doc. 8.0590284

Tucumán

POLICASTRO DE SANSONE, Lillana U.
C.I.-5.932.535. DNI: M.477.367
Address: Cangallo 1547, Capital
Profession: Bank Central, Student

Sisters' Address
Tel

DIS 2-26-72-At her home, Cangallo 1547, 3am
Sister visit me 11-24-78 and said she came all
the way from her home in Miami, she is married to
an American and living there now. Her father has
been too scared to come forward with this info.
All information was left here with me and is now
on file. She said her sister and husband disappear
the same day and were badly hurt while being taken
FATAL
Sisters Visit Nov. 24-78 by White Men in 22-23/3
Boy Friend 80-14

(Handwritten)
POLIANO, Humberto F.
ID: 3,655,931
Hazar y Bustos 347
LA RIOJA

Undiv. Feb - June 18-26/76. Gen. 9-4-76

Political prisoner
US Emb. visit granted 11/78

PI: reported to have visited Italy - "78
in Buenos Aires: 8-1974 (Jauici) had 2 visas
in round trip 5-6/74 - 7/12 in Italy.

POLLETI, Enrique A.
FN: 35
LE: 8-316,347

Disappeared 2-2-77

PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78

POLLETI DE GALLO, Maria
FN: 25
C1: 10.314.546

Disappeared 8-27-76. VIC. Rep03

Reg. Reg. Under. Number
PAHR-Prensa 5-17-78